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Being able to strategically prioritize learning is important, given the ever-increasing amount of 

information that we are exposed to daily. This is even more so for individuals whose memory is 

significantly affected by a traumatic brain injury (TBI). For people who are in the chronic stage 

post injury with mild-to-moderate dysfunction, standard neuropsychological batteries may not be 

able to properly measure the current deficits that interfere with their daily functioning or shed 

light on the problematic areas associated with the impairment. Integrative measures that assess 

the ability to manipulate multiple domains in order to perform certain complex tasks were 

suggested to more accurately describe the source of real-life difficulties of people with brain 

injury. Selective learning is an integrative measure of executive memory that requires people to 

selectively prioritize or inhibit information based on its relevance to a defined goal. There is a 

gap in the literature regarding selective learning performance and factors that contribute to 

performance differences in adult TBI. This dissertation had two overarching goals: 1) to 

understand the factors that contribute to differences in performance between people with 

persistent mild and moderate TBI-related dysfunction and healthy individuals and 2) to examine 

the sensitivity of selective learning to identify TBI sequelae compared to all of the associated 
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standardized measures combined. In this dissertation, a large battery of cognitive measures was 

performed on 160 individuals (18-70 years of age) in the domains of selective learning, 

executive function and memory. The findings of these studies demonstrated that simple memory 

was a sufficient factor to explain selective learning performance of healthy people. However, 

even the combination of executive functions (working memory, inhibition, and switching with 

simple memory) was not fully adequate to explain the selective learning performance of people 

with TBI. The ability of the selective learning measurement alone was equal to, if not better than, 

the other measures combined at explaining TBI-related deficits. Moreover, closer inspection of 

integrative selective learning performance of people with TBI revealed four distinguishable 

cognitive profiles that are based on the degree of involvement of executive function and 

memory. The best selective learning performers were more likely to have both high executive 

function and memory. The worst selective learning performers usually exhibited both low 

executive function and memory. The two middle profiles of selective learning performance were 

characterized by members with high executive function but low memory (higher end) and those 

with low executive function and high memory (lower end). Of these latter two, the people in the 

‘higher end’ group (high executive function combined with low memory) tended to be older than 

people in the other three groups. This finding implied that people with reduced memory span due 

to age may still be able to perform complex integrative tasks well, given that they employ high 

executive function. This is the first study with a large sample size and age range to investigate 

the factors that underlie selective learning differences between people with TBI and controls. 

The current findings demonstrate that after brain injury occurs, neither simple memory nor 

isolated executive functions are sufficient to explain the performance on the complex task of 
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selective learning. Rather, it requires a combination of measurements (selective learning criteria) 

to elucidate differences in performance styles. I also found that selective learning alone is more 

sensitive to integrative impairment following TBI than all of the other instruments combined. 

Therefore, measurement of selective learning appears to be a promising approach for 

significantly improving our understanding and monitoring of persistent TBI-related deficits 

longitudinally. Selective learning instrument may also be a valuable tool with potential to inform 

design of the most effective treatments for people in various stages of TBI-related conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

Chronic Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is a life-long health condition leaving cognitive 

deficits that can persist or even worsen over the life span. These persistent impairments may 

impede an individual’s functional independence and participation in society. The impact of 

adult TBI on executive functioning has been studied extensively. Deficits have been 

documented in various executive functions including inhibition (Hetherington, Stuss & 

Finlayson, 1996; Senathi-Raja, Ponsford & Schönberger, 2010); switching (Klein, Houx & 

Jolles, 1996); and working memory (Godefroy, 2004; McDowell, Whyte & D'Esposito, 1997; 

McHugh et al., 1996; Senathi-Raja, Ponsford & Schönberger, 2010;Vakil, 2005; Slovarp, 

Azuma & LaPointe, 2012) manifested at different stages post-injury . Nonetheless, the long-

term consequences of TBI are still poorly understood (Fleminger & Ponsford, 2005; Hessen, 

Nestvold & Anderson, 2007; Levin, Grossman, Rose & Teasdale, 1979; Levin et al., 1987; 

Levin, Shum & Chan, 2014; Mazaux et al., 1997; Millis et al., 2001; Rutherford & Corrigan, 

2009; Schretlern & Shapiro, 2003). The once dominant view that neuropsychological 

outcomes would remain static post-TBI, once the initial recovery had plateaued, has been 

challenged (Corrigan & Hammond, 2013; Green et al., 2006; Till, Colella, Verwegen & 

Green, 2008). Neuropsychological recovery is neither static nor uniform across individuals or 

cognitive domains at later stages, post-acute TBI, especially in survivors that are more than 

one year post injury (Millis et al., 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 

http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=s7gOlh8AAAAJ&amp;hl=en&amp;oi=sra
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1.1 INTEGRATIVE PROCESSING 

 
Integrative cognitive processing is defined as the mental capacities engaged in real life tasks that 

require strategic manipulation of broad array of specific cognitive domains in order to accomplish 

the particular task’s goal (Chen, Abrams & D’Esposito, 2006: Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, 

Witzki & Howerter, 2000). Difficulties in complex integrative functioning may persist years after 

the TBI, reducing the capacity of these individuals to perform with maximal efficiency at work, 

school, and home (Chapman et al., 1992; Chapman, Levin & Lawyer, 1999; Chapman et al., 

2006; Cook, DePompei & Chapman, 2011; Gamino, Chapman & Cook, 2009; Vas, Chapman, 

Cook, Elliott & Keebler, 2011; Vas, 2012; Vas, Spence & Chapman, 2015). Individuals, who are 

at a chronic stage far removed from the acute brain injury, may continue to experience difficulties 

on complex tasks of everyday life activities, even though they perform within normal limits on 

basic cognitive measures (Cook, DePompei & Chapman, 2011). Executive functions are typically 

assessed through specific cognitive processes on tasks in which individuals are instructed to use 

prescribed strategies. In such cases, the individual may exhibit little difficulty performing within 

normal limits since he or she does not need to infer a strategy to guide successful performance, 

although some exceptions exist (e.g., Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, (Berg, 1948)). In real life, 

rarely is the strategy needed to complete the task readily apparent. Thus, executive function 

measures that specify the prerequisite strategies may not be as sensitive to the complex processing 

required in everyday life tasks, as those that place the burden on the participant to extract and 

employ a productive strategy in real time (Chen, Abrams & D’Esposito, 2006; Chen et al., 2011; 

D’Esposito & Chen, 2006; Novakovic-Agopian et al.,  2011a;  Novakovic-Agopian  et  al., 

2011b). Even when commonly-used executive function measures identify lower performance in 

patients with TBI relative to the healthy controls, the degree to which these performance levels are 
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functionally relevant remain unclear. 

There are two issues of the functional relevance of standard measures targeting frontally- 

mediated specific domains (i.e. Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Color-Word 

Interference Test, Trail Making Test). First, when the task execution goals are directly conveyed 

by the examiner’s instructions; limited goal analysis, planning, and implementation are required 

by the examinee. Secondly, some researchers have proposed that a link between the purposes of 

the task and real life demands is often elusive and difficult to ascertain (Chaytor, Schmitter- 

Edgecombe & Burr, 2006; Chaytor & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2013). When examining the long- 

term consequences of TBI, it may be clinically relevant to administer cognitive control measures 

of executive function that put the burden of determining a goal strategy on the examinee. 

Measures that necessitate strategy extraction to perform may be particularly clinically 

informative when compared to performance on measures that provide explicit instructions and 

measure more isolated cognitive domains. Integrative measures that require strategy-extraction 

are likely to more closely approximate complex task processing challenges encountered in the 

everyday tasks in persons with TBI (Novakovic-Agopian et al., 2011). 

1.2 SELECTIVE LEARNING CONSTRUCT 

 

One key form of strategy-extraction is represented on tasks requiring ‘prioritizing and 

selecting information to learn based on its importance’. Tasks that measure this ability to 

prioritize focus are referred to as selective learning tasks. The capacity to ‘prioritize and 

selectively focus on key elements/ideas’ is an ability of significance for successful functioning 

across various everyday life contexts (Castel, 2011; Gamino, 2006). Biasing cognitive 

processing/focusing attention towards the most goal-relevant items represents a metacognitive- 

driven behavioral adaptation to deal with the common conditions of information overload in 
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everyday tasks situations. This goal-adapted behavior reflects metacognitive awareness of 

probable overtaxing of limited memory capacity. In other words, executive function of strategic 

attention optimizes efficiency of cognitive performance. Strategic attention economizes cognitive 

resources through the strategy of reduction of informational input while still achieving the 

learning objective of information prioritization according to the importance. 

The ability to strategically reduce and learn from massive data input is labeled as 

Selective Learning. Selective learning is defined as a metacognitive control ability to 

recognize/prioritize and bias attention toward the most useful information to be learned by 

evaluating it in relation to the goal achievement, while inhibiting less important information 

(Hanten, Zhang, & Levin, 2002; Hanten et al., 2004; Hanten et al., 2007; Gamino, 2006; Castel 

et al., 2002, 2007). Given that human memory capacity is limited, this high level ability usually 

comes at the expense of reduced learning for less important items/ideas of competing 

information. Complex executive function processing involved in selective learning is postulated 

to engage the integration of at least the following abilities: extracting the goals, focusing 

attention on the prioritization of the most goal relevant information; inhibiting or ignoring of 

distracting information; shifting between varying relevancies attributed to the information; 

appropriately updating the information relevance judgment according to the dynamic contextual 

influx; immediate memory, and working memory to hold and manipulate information in line 

with the overall learning objectives (Castel et al., 2002; Castel et al., 2007; Hanten et al., 2007; 

Gamino, 2006). 
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The everyday significance of selective learning is suggested by many situations of 

everyday life (Hanten et al., 2007; Gamino, 2006) and may be relevant for life functioning at 

any stage in the human lifespan (Castel et al., 2002; Castel et al., 2007; Castel et al., 2011). For 

instance, shopping or cooking involves focusing and remembering to purchase or use the most 

important irreplaceable items despite the environmental distractions. In these situations, one 

should inhibit items that can be provided or added later and that are not essential for the 

successful completion of the current task at this moment. In circumstances that involve social 

interactions/communication, such as shopping for insurance plans, one should focus on 

conveying the most important pieces of information when arguing/negotiating or simply 

making arrangements/exchanging ideas. Similarly, to succeed in school and work settings, 

performance improves when a person is able to selectively attend to the most important ideas 

of the lecture/meeting/directives of the work assignment. 

1.3 SELECTIVE LEARNING PARADIGM 

 

Selective learning ability has been translated from the real life situations to the laboratory 

investigations in the form of the selective learning paradigm (Castel et al., 2002; Hanten et al., 

2002). There are variations on the method of assessment (word lists, expository and 

conversational discourse), but within the word lists paradigm, strategic learning task attributes 

different values to the words on the list to be remembered. The words are presented in the series 

of word lists where each successive word is paired with a different point value within limited 

possibilities of a particular task version (i.e. 1-12 points) and each list/trial has different set of 

words and its’ word attributed value. None of the words are repeated within or across the trials 

on the level of one participant, and word lists are counter balanced across the total of 
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participant’s sets of trials. Beyond the general instructions to maximize score by remembering 

words, the particular strategy how to accomplish this goal is never explicitly revealed to the 

examinees. Thus, success on this task depends on the participant’s ability to infer, plan and 

consistently adjust performance to the most efficient strategy, as it appears in naturalistic 

scenarios. 

Selective learning paradigm, designed to mimic real life learning experience, is grounded 

in the work of Castell and colleagues with healthy adults at different stages of life (Castel et al., 

2002; 2007; 2011; 2013), persons with Alzheimer disease (Castel et al., 2009), and children with 

ADHD (Castel et al., 2011). Selective learning paradigms have been further developed and tested 

by Hanten (2007) and Gamino (2006) in their work with healthy children across development, 

and children at chronic stage post severe traumatic brain injury (Hanten et al., 2002; Hanten et 

al., 2004). Since the paradigms typically used to address this ability contain different point 

values attributed to different pieces of information to be learned, depending on their relevance 

within a specific task trial, selective learning is also referred to as a value-directed remembering. 

Selective learning paradigms stem from the directed forgetting (Muther, 1965) and value 

directed remembering paradigms (Castel, Benjamin, Craik, & Watkins, 2002). Selective 

Learning measure has been designed to approximate real life situations where successful or 

failed recall of different information may differ in associated outcomes. Indeed, failed recall of 

some information can carry extremely important consequences (i.e. health related information), 

while other can be ignored or forgotten with relatively little cost. Further, in real life learning 

scenarios, one is almost never advised to primarily focus on the most important information, nor 

trained how to recognize which information is the most essential for learning. In that sense, one 
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should be able to spontaneously recognize the necessity of strategy application and then 

independently deduce the goal specific strategic approach to learning. In selective learning 

paradigm, this principle is translated into the instructions specifying that some learning list items 

are assigned the high value and some items with low value ‘prize’. Further, instructions conclude 

that the main goal is to earn the highest learning score possible by remembering the information. 

Yet, the exact strategic method of how to maximize the learning score is never explicitly 

revealed to the examinee. This characteristic of selective learning paradigm (assigning goal 

without giving out the adequate strategy) is the added component distinguishing value directed 

remembering approaches in contrast to directed forgetting where ‘learner’ receives specific 

explicit instructions identifying what information is to be remembered and what to be forgotten. 

This attribute brings the selective learning experimental paradigm closer to the conditions of real 

life learning situations. 

The ideal strategic ‘learner’ should be metacognitively able to assume that simple 

memory capacity may not suffice to ensure an optimal performance and goal consciously 

inclined to discern and adopt the strategy of adaptive focus. This efficient goal adapted strategy 

maximizes the total of points designating values of item memory that have been collected and it 

is in accordance with the agenda based learning theory (Ariel, Dunlosky & Bailey, 2009). 

However, the goal-awareness and deciphered strategy itself are not sufficient in order to ensure 

an optimized strategic performance. The success of selective memory also relies on the 

individual ability to consistently focus attention towards prioritized processing of the most 

profitable items designating high value memory. As introduced above, in order to adopt this 

strategic approach, one should recognize the necessity of the selective prioritization (due to the 
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memory capacity limitations) in order to encode and store the most valuable information for later 

recall. In other words, consistently applying the strategy of reductive focus optimizes the 

efficiency of the selective processing by maximizing the probability that primarily the most 

profitable information will be preserved for recall after the limited memory capacity has been 

spend. The economic aspect of being strategic is reflected in the applied strategy of reduction of 

informational input through the principle of reward driven prioritization. Interestingly, findings 

suggest that the ability to strategically select information to learn in a goal focused manner is not 

dependent on memory capacity. Instead, the ability of cognitive control is postulated to mediate 

selective learning ability (Castel et al., 2002; Hanten et al., 2002). 

The implicated role of executive function, rather than simple memory capacity, in 

selective learning performance can be interpreted within Engle and Kane’s (2002) model of 

working memory. According to this theory of working memory, the key element of cognitive 

control involved in tasks engaging higher order abilities is the selective control of attention. In 

the context of the selective learning ability, the cognitive control of attention purportedly enables 

selective learning by focusing cognitive processing to high value information prioritizing over 

low value information. In that sense, healthy prefrontal cortex and unimpaired cognitive control 

may be required in order to consciously bias attention towards extrinsically valued items 

according to the overall learning goal in mind. In contrast, clinical conditions that may involve 

compromised frontal lobes and consequently reduced executive function may be particularly 

fruitful in understanding disruptions in selective learning.
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1.4 SELECTIVE LEARNING STUDIES 

 
Selective learning research has addressed the impact of altered executive functioning in 

clinical conditions: Alzheimer’s disease (Castel et al., 2009), pediatric ADHD (Castel et al., 

2011), pediatric TBI (Hanten et al., 2002; Hanten et al., 2004) or age on selective learning 

efficiency measures (Castel et al., 2002; 2007; 2011; 2013). Overall, in contrast to the 

neuropsychological disorders that were found to significantly impair selective learning 

efficiency, aging has not been found to negatively impact strategic learning ability, despite lower 

overall memory capacity (Castel et al., 2002; 2011; 2013) and lower memory for specific 

information (Castel et al., 2007) in older adults. Older people appear to be able to conceptualize 

and apply goal appropriate strategies that go above and beyond processing details of specific 

information. This strategic approach to narrow down/focus the use of limited memory resources 

primarily to the most goal-facilitating items (high value in general, regardless of specific points), 

consequently allows older people to perform successfully on selective learning tasks even in 

cases when their simple memory span is reduced. 

No study has yet examined how TBI affects the ability to select items to learn based on 

their importance in adult population. The investigations in brain injury thus far concern pediatric 

TBI. The overview of relevant research using selective learning paradigm will begin with a 

synopsis of key findings from studies of selective learning in healthy people across the lifespan. 

Then I will proceed with presenting research related to the main focus on selective learning in 

pediatric traumatic brain injury. 

1.5 SELECTIVE LEARNING IN HEALTHY PEOPLE ACROSS THE LIFE SPAN 

Following is a brief review of reports about selective learning in cognitively normal 

individuals . In her developmental pediatric study of healthy children aged 6-17, Gamino (2006) 
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examined selective learning of narrative and expository discourse. Whereas memory was not 

found to be related to the selective learning ability, age was. In particular, while older children 

tended to perform better on selectivity task, younger children demonstrated personal bias guiding 

their selection of items to learn. In other words, while adolescents demonstrated better ability to 

top-down control their item-prioritization according to the objectively/extrinsically relevant goal, 

younger children’s learning was bottom-up driven by their subjectively/intrinsically guided 

preferences. Gamino’s results indicate that the efficient use of memory and better performance 

on the ability to prioritize learning of goal-relevant items relies on higher level of executive 

function and more advanced stage of frontal-lobe development. 

Gamino’s work in pediatric selective learning is based on prior evidence from adult 

selective learning in healthy people across the life span. In one of the early studies, it was 

hypothesized that older adults would recall fewer words and be less selective than younger adults 

(Castel, Benjamin, Craik & Watkins, 2002). In order to tease apart the selectivity component in 

word learning from the effect of memory capacity in a methodologically valid way, selective 

learning efficiency was conceptualized and calculated as a measure of how close someone 

achieves the ideal total of points given the number of items recalled. The scholars reported that 

while the overall word recall was significantly higher in younger adults, older adults performed 

significantly higher than the younger adults on the selective learning efficiency index. According 

to the authors, overall results indicate that aging does not affect cognitive control ability to 

inhibit less goal relevant items in order to facilitate prioritization of more goal relevant items. 

This finding is of particular importance because it implies that there is preserved selective 

learning efficiency in aging that is not related to simple memory span, and it contradicts the 
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dominant view which finds decreased cognitive control over memory in older adulthood. The 

same finding of intact cognitive control of selective learning in aging is even more significant 

given the fact that words were presented for only 1 second, which gives little time for strategic 

manipulation, especially for older adults with typically decreased speed of processing. This study 

was groundbreaking in associating integrated processing in selective learning with cognitive 

control of goal-oriented focus to guide memory, rather than simple memory capacity. 

In a later study (Castel, Farb & Craik, 2007), Castell and fellow authors continued to 

investigate selective learning on word level with an added component of a delayed recognition 

test to determine whether participants simply ignored low value items at encoding or if all items, 

regardless of assigned value, were still present in the long term memory. The main overall 

finding is in line with their study findings from 2002. That is, both younger and older adults 

could strategically encode and retrieve high value information. Furthermore, both groups 

demonstrated a strong association between high value and probability of recall, although younger 

adults were able to freely recall more words overall. The recognition test showed that older 

adults do not simply ignore low value words, although they do not recall as many as younger 

adults. It may be that high value selectivity in older adults came at the expense of lower value 

words, in accordance with retrieval inhibition theory or secondary memory deficits (Castel, 

Benjamin, Craik & Watkins, 2002). In order to examine age-related differences in preferences 

for and accuracy of these response options, there was also an inserted cued recall block in which 

participants could choose whether to remember a specific point value or a value range. While 

both younger and older adults used the ‘no recall’ option equally often, it was found that younger 

adults recalled specific values of high value words most often, and older adults recalled range of 
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values for high value words most often. The accuracy of range-value responses was comparable 

between the groups, indicating that aging does not affect the memory of general gist information. 

The fact that older adults were capable of prioritizing goal-relevant items and associating them 

with general range values (labels of high importance), despite not being able to associate specific 

word-value pairs within the range, indicates that older people strategically use a ‘macro- 

cognitive processing approach’ by primarily ensuring recall of the most goal-relevant items. This 

approach reflects metacognitive insight into limited memory capacity and an ability to plan and 

implement an optimal strategy in order to accomplish a task’s goal, whereas pairing specific 

item-value information does not represent an efficient use of memory. 

Under the condition of implicit directed forgetting of negative value information, the 

older group recognized more negative words. Although the authors remain uncertain about 

whether these findings reflect declining abilities with age or differences in strategic choice, it 

appears that older adults are capable of controlling/inhibiting further processing and recall of 

negatively valued information, despite having it encoded previously. Both younger and older 

group demonstrated good control by recalling comparable quantity of positively valued 

information and inhibiting comparable quantity of negatively valued items. This finding is 

especially important since it corroborates prevalent theories of item method directed forgetting 

(Zacks, Radvansky & Hasher, 1996) and process dissociation procedure (Hay et Jacoby, 1999) 

that show age-related impairments in controlled encoding and retrieval. On the contrary, this 

study (Castel, Farb & Craik, 2007), used selective learning as a guided form of directed 

remembering that helped participants regardless of age to successfully utilize strategic control. 
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In another study (Castel et al., 2011), Castell and colleagues continued to investigate age 

related differences in memory capacity and selective learning ability to strategically encode high 

value information across the wide age-range (9-90 years old). Following the previous findings, it 

was predicted that younger adults would exhibit better memory capacity than older adults and the 

developmental dissociation between memory capacity and selectivity was expected to be found. 

Indeed, the older group recalled fewer words than groups made up of either the middle-aged, 

young adults, or adolescents, but did not differ significantly in comparison to the child group, 

implying that an ability to hold quantity of items in memory is reduced in the two extreme age- 

groups of youngest and oldest. Whereas memory capacity in the first group (oldest) had started 

to decline, it is not yet fully developed in the second group (youngest). On the other hand, the 

selectivity index did not significantly differ between young adults, middle-aged, and young- old 

groups. Specifically, selective learning remained stable throughout adulthood and then declined 

slightly in the old-old group. The child and adolescent groups had comparable performances on 

the selectivity index, and they performed significantly lower than any other age group. These 

different developmental functions for memory and selectivity may be associated with the time 

difference in development of frontal and medial-temporal structures of the brain, as the frontal 

lobes are more involved in executive control, while hippocampus is involved in binding and 

retaining information. The results overall imply that memory capacity and strategic control of 

memory diverge as distinct dissociative abilities throughout cognitive development. It is 

important to note that older adults increased performance both on total word recall and  

selectivity index from the first to second half of the task with task progression. The last result 

(improved strategy use and memory) implies that successful strategy did not compromise 
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memory span for later word lists, and that one can learn through feedback and experience how to 

be more successful at strategic learning of high value information. 

To recap this brief review of presented studies comparing selective learning efficiency 

across different age groups, the authors found that the ability to strategically focus on most 

valuable information to be learned is preserved well into the advanced age. Namely, older adults 

may be efficient on selective learning performance because they have unimpaired cognitive 

control processes of inhibiting less important items of information. This selectivity capacity 

allows them to focus on more goal relevant information. Furthermore, this selective learning 

ability in aging is not related to the memory span differences. Perhaps the underlying 

neurophysiological factor behind cognitive control may be the involvement of frontal lobes 

during strategic monitoring and encoding. Although older adults may demonstrate decreased 

immediate memory quantity in comparison to younger groups, they manifest a comparable 

ability to efficiently use their memory and focus on important information. One explanation is 

that their relatively intact metacognition and successful goals processing allows them to be 

strategically selective when prioritizing high value information. In that sense, the possibility of 

higher order metacognition being preserved regardless of decreased simple memory span is 

optimistic and encouraging. 

The adaptive nature of cognition appears to be reflected in the focused goal directed 

investment of limited resources into the areas that return optimal results. Furthermore, this 

interpretation of the presented selective learning studies even opens the possibility of 

improvement in efficiency of cognitive functioning with experience and training, the idea 

particularly appealing in the context of functional recovery after traumatic brain injury. 
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1.6 SELECTIVE LEARNING IN TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY 

 

In order to test the hypothesis that children with traumatic brain injury may show lowered 

performance as compared to controls on selective learning efficiency, Hanten and colleagues 

(2002) used eight trials/word lists with 16 words each where a 1 or 10 point value was assigned 

based on words belonging to a certain category (i.e. trees or animals). In addition, these 

researchers manipulated either encoding condition (showing word category-value pairing rule 

before the list presentation) or retrieval condition (showing word category-value pairing rule 

after the list presentation); simultaneous versus sequential presentation of words; and semantic 

versus perceptual categorization. In order to distinguish the selectivity component in word 

learning from the effects of memory capacity in a methodologically valid way, selective learning 

efficiency was conceptualized and calculated as a measure of how close someone achieves to the 

ideal total of points given the number of items recalled. The scholars reported that whereas word 

recall was comparable between the two groups, children aged 8-15 years at chronic stage post 

severe TBI performed significantly lower than healthy children on selective learning efficiency. 

Neither sequential presentation of words nor perceptual categorization helped the TBI group to 

achieve better selective learning efficiency. The authors interpreted their results to indicate that 

TBI impairs ability to inhibit less goal relevant items in order to facilitate prioritization of more 

goal relevant items. This finding is of importance because it helps elucidate learning difficulties 

that may be related to disrupted integrative cognitive control rather than to the specific cognitive 

processes, such as simple memory span (Chen et al., 2006). 
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In a later study, Hanten and fellow authors (2004) continued to investigate selective 

learning on word level with an added discourse level component in children at least one year post 

severe traumatic brain injury aged 6-16 years old and replicated the results from the preliminary 

study. The study used 10 lists with 16 words spoken by either male or female voice to measure 

selective learning at word list level. A short written textbook like expository discourse about an 

imaginary planet was used to assess selective learning at discourse level. The text contained 

descriptions of three categories of information that were paired with different value for each 

child. The main finding was that children with severe initial traumatic brain injury performed 

significantly worse than control group on both word and discourse level selective learning 

efficiency despite the evidence that the number of items recalled was comparable between the 

two groups. Inconsistent with Gamino (2006) who found the effect of age on selective learning 

efficiency, Hanten’s findings (year) were that while age had effect on word list recall and 

expository discourse facts recall, it was not a factor that influenced selective learning efficiency. 

In summary of selective learning in TBI related studies, a number of findings can be 

gleaned from prior work opening the way for future studies. Wheras Hanten and colleagues 

(2002, 2004) found comparable total word recall between the two groups, the TBI group showed 

a significantly lower selective learning efficiency. This pattern of lower selective learning 

efficiency was found both for word list and discourse level. This finding opens an important 

question of whether children with TBI may be inefficient on selective learning performance 

because they may have impaired cognitive control processes of inhibiting less important items of 

information while trying to focus on more goal relevant information. Further, the researchers 

implied that this selective learning ‘impairment’ in TBI is not related to the memory span 
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differences; and that the common underlying factor behind cognitive control impairments may be 

the involvement of frontal lobe injury in pediatric TBI. There is a void in literature as to 

examining the role of immediate memory and executive functions in selective learning in TBI. 

Interestingly, the reports about selective learning in children with TBI are consistent with studies 

of discourse and language processing in TBI, where the ability to select and remember important 

information in construction of story summaries was impaired relative to controls, even though 

the two groups recalled the same number of facts (Chapman et al., 2004; Youse et Coelho, 2005; 

Chapman et al., 2006). 

In overall summary, selective learning studies of both healthy development/aging and 

altered cognitive control processing in TBI share the following findings: 

 Preserved simple memory capacity is neither necessary (older people) nor sufficient 

(pediatric TBI) to ensure high performance on the ability to focus on the most goal 

relevant items to learn. 

 Meticulous manipulation of stimuli presentation (simultaneous Vs. sequential, reward 

revealed pre versus post, fast versus slow) does not affect selective learning; as long as 

processing is efficient in cognitive control of goal-focused learning. 

 The depth of processing of goal less relevant information, goal-negative information or 

the details of the specific information does not have to interfere with selective learning 

efficiency. 

 With regard to memory, some of the ‘vulnerable’ groups, as found in healthy aging, are 

purportedly capable to compensate for reduced memory span or speed of processing by 
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mastering the strategy of selective focus on goal-relevant and reduction of goal less 

relevant input. 

It appears that cognitive control that efficiently optimizes use of limited resources in a goal- 

conscious manner is at play in integrative processing (such as in selective learning), and this 

ability can ‘make up’ for reduced lower-level skills whose integration is required in complex 

tasks. This potential of learning how to be strategic in prioritizing incoming information is 

encouraging, especially in the context of the population of my interest in adults with TBI. 

1.7 RATIONALE FOR THE SERIES OF STUDIES 

 

These important pioneering studies shed light on the persistent difficulties of integrated cognitive 

control at chronic stages post pediatric TBI. Nonetheless, there are issues that remain to be 

resolved. Selective learning abilities in adult traumatic brain injury have not been investigated to 

discover new patterns of performance. Another topic of interest that was not addressed in the 

presented studies was the evaluated level of functional impairment as present at the time of 

testing (6 months or more post injury). This is an issue, which, as scientific literature 

increasingly starts to recognize (Corrigan & Hammond, 2013; Dean & Sterr, 2013; Larson, 

Perlstein, Demery & Stigge-Kaufman, 2006), may later on carry more clinical relevance then, for 

instance, a Glasgow Coma Scale score at the time of hospitalization. The related question that 

remains unaddressed is the question of the relation between current functional status and 

selective learning at advanced chronic stages post injury. 

Further, no study has examined the contribution of simple memory and executive 

function processes to selective learning ability. The evidence relating to the differences in 

contributions of component processes to selective learning between people with mild and 
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moderate dysfunction post TBI and healthy controls does not exist. The impact of adult TBI on 

the ability to consciously guide learning process by consistently applying strategy of prioritizing 

the most goal relevant content is not known. Strategic learning is postulated to call upon frontally 

driven executive functioning and cognitive control (Hanten et al., 2002; Hanten et al., 2004; 

Castel et al., 2009; Castel et al., 2011). In adult TBI, executive functioning is often compromised 

Therefore, there is a significant concern that the ability to resist bottom-up processing in order to 

focus on most goal valuable information to learn may be vulnerable in this population (Levine, 

Stuss et al., 2000, Chen, Alvarez et al., 2006, Cicerone), as validated in pediatric TBI studies 

(Hanten et al., 2002; Hanten et al., 2004). Strategic learning is purportedly a higher order ability 

of everyday relevance and may provide an informative methodology to elucidate whether 

chronic TBI impairs this ability in adulthood. Furthermore, a better understanding of the relative 

importance of simple memory capacity and executive functioning skills in strategic learning in 

chronic traumatic brain injury would be an interesting focus of investigation. Additionally, 

pursuing how the factors of memory and selectivity differ in mild versus moderate impairment 

after traumatic brain injury could help direct development of more sensitive cognitive outcome 

measures. 

This dissertation consists of a series of related studies that were conducted to elucidate 

the selective learning patterns of performance differences across healthy controls, mild TBI, and 

moderate TBI. The first study examined the selective learning differences between adults with 

currently mild dysfunction after traumatic brain injury and healthy controls. The differences in 

component processes contributions to selective learning between the two groups have also been 

examined and described. The second study examined the sensitivity and specificity of selective 
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learning measure in traumatic brain injury, as compared to sensitivity and specificity of other 

executive function and immediate memory measures that are associated with selective learning. 

The third study examined the differences in selective learning between group with mild and 

group with moderate functional impairment after traumatic brain injury. This latter study also 

examined the differences in contributions of component processes to selective learning on each 

level of current TBI related dysfunction. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SELECTIVE LEARNING IN ADULTS WITH CHRONIC MILD DYSFUNCTION POST 

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY, AS COMPARED TO CONTROL GROUP 

 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

Objective: This study compared selective learning, executive functions of inhibition, switching 

and working memory, and immediate memory in adults who reported TBI at chronic stages post 

injury (>12 months) with a non-brain injured control group. Secondarily, this study investigated 

the contribution of executive function factors and immediate memory to the selective learning 

performance. 

Participants: The study included ninety-five participants between 18-65 years. Forty-seven had 

sustained a TBI (25 men and 22 women) and were at chronic stages of injury (>12 months post 

TBI) and forty-eight participants were in the control group (19 men and 29 women). The two 

groups were comparable on indices of age, gender, education and IQ at the time of testing. 

Results: Participants with TBI performed significantly lower on selective learning, compared to 

control group. Additionally, they performed significantly lower on the executive function 

measures including inhibition, switching and working memory. In contrast, I failed to find 

significant differences between groups in immediate memory. Contribution of specific executive 

function components to selective learning performance differed between groups. Interestingly, 

working memory significantly predicted selective learning performance in the TBI group as 

contrasted with immediate memory being a significant contributor to selective learning 

performance in the healthy control group.
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Conclusion: This study provides evidence that individuals at chronic stage of TBI continue to 

manifest significant deficits on measures of selective learning and executive functions. The 

findings of separate significant predictors of the impaired selective learning performance 

between the healthy and the TBI group suggest different processing approaches for those with 

brain injuries versus those without. Overall, the disparate mechanisms were revealed on a 

paradigm that required extracting a goal to guide behavior and then integratively manipulating 

multiple dimensions to achieve that goal. Future studies are needed to examine whether selective 

learning performance differs across groups of traumatic brain injury survivors with different 

levels of functional impairment, to investigate the link between integrative domain of selective 

learning and real life functioning, and ultimately whether selective deficits can be remediated. 

 
 

Keywords: Adults, Cognitive control, Chronic stage, Executive function, Memory, Selective 

learning, Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) 
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 

 

The impact of TBI on neuropsychological functioning has been extensively studied and 

documented [1-17]. However, most of the evidence relates to acute recovery of residual deficit 

leaving long-term consequences of TBI still poorly understood [17-20], especially in survivors 

that are more than one year post injury. There is evidence that even years after the brain injury, 

TBI survivors experience difficulties performing with maximal efficiency at work, school, and 

home [21-27]. Individuals, who are at chronic stages far removed from the time of acute brain 

injury, may continue to experience difficulties on complex tasks of everyday life activities.  

These deficits have been elusive since these individuals often perform within normal limits on 

basic cognitive measures [23]. 

Widely-used executive function measures typically probe specific cognitive processes on 

tasks where individuals are instructed with ’prescribed’ strategies by the examiner. In such 

contexts, the individuals exhibit little difficulty since they do not need to infer a strategy to 

perform at a high-level on the task, with some exceptions (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, [28]). 

Therefore, the executive function measures may not be as sensitive to the complexity of the 

integrative executive function processing, such as required in everyday life tasks [29-33], as 

tasks that entail open-strategy determination and utilization. Even when commonly-used 

executive function measures reveal lower performance in patients relative to the healthy controls, 

it is unclear how functionally relevant these measures are to complex tasks of real life, as well as 

how to guide rehabilitation efforts [32-36]. 
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There are two issues of the functional relevance of the standard measures targeting 

frontally-mediated specific domains. First, when the task execution goals are directly conveyed 

by the examiner’s instructions, limited goal analysis, planning, and implementation are required 

by the examinee. Secondly, the link between the purposes of the task and real life demands are 

often elusive and difficult to ascertain. When examining long-term consequences of TBI, it may 

be clinically relevant to administer cognitive control measures of executive function that put the 

burden of determining goal strategy on the examinee. Measures that may add to clinically 

relevant information when combined with those that provide precise instructions or measure 

more isolated cognitive domains. In sum, functionally relevant measures may evolve from those 

that necessitate complex integrative processing where focused attention of cognitive control 

modulates specific specialized processes according to a self-determined plan and goal. Such 

measures are likely to approximate complex task processing challenges that are encountered in 

the everyday tasks in persons with TBI [32-33]. 

Castel and colleagues (2011) proposed that a Selective Learning paradigm may offer a 

measure of integrative cognitive processing that is embedded within complex everyday life 

activities. The ability to selectively control memory by directing attention to the most important 

information to maintain in working memory is a critical skill in order to successfully navigate 

modern environment [40-41]. For example, people are exposed to massive amounts of data, 

which surpass the quantity limit that humans are able to successfully process and integrate [39]. 

Selective learning is the ability to focus on most important information to learn despite the 

distractors of less relevance to the current goal. In order to focus on selecting the most important 

items, individuals identify and utilize a strategy to restrict access to the more peripheral distracting information 
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[39]. The selective control of attention is a key factor that promotes efficiency of higher-order 

cognitive functioning, such as involved in learning, where focus of selective attention may guide 

efficient processing as a goal-directed behavior. This goal directed behavior is engaged from the 

early phases of information processing, throughout the deep-processing stages, to the 

maintenance and protection from the competing distracters in working memory [32-33]. This 

ability to attend to certain information while inhibiting or ignoring the other is sometimes 

referred to as strategically adapted behavior. To achieve this strategic cognitive ability requires at 

least the following functions: the metacognitive awareness that the memory and attention 

capacity are limited and that individuals cannot attend to and learn everything, frontal lobe 

capacity of strategic allocation of attention, goal maintenance, inhibitory control, goal-switching, 

and memory capacity [37-46]. Selective learning may provide an ecologically valid way to 

investigate how people use memory when information differs in importance and strategic 

executive function processes involved in selective encoding may not be directly related to the 

standard episodic measures of memory [39]. 

The present study measured selective learning performance using the Verbal Selective 

Learning Task (VSLT), adapted from the work of Castel and colleagues [37-46], and advanced 

by Hanten and colleagues [47-49], and Gamino [50]. The logic of the VSLT paradigm relies on 

the above mentioned assumption of naturally limited cognitive capacity and the necessity of self- 

initiated strategy to guide memory performance. After a brain injury, one of the core functions of 

the prefrontal cortex with crucial role in recovery and rehabilitation is the ability to top-down 

modulate information processing by up-regulating goal relevant processes while down-regulating 

less relevant processes [29-30]. High performance on the VSLT reflects ability to infer and 
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deploy strategies to guide learning with a focus on the current goal, selection of the most 

important information and active inhibition or ignoring of less relevant items [37-50]. The 

general strategies of selective processing are applicable in a variety of contexts. For instance, 

some of the ways selective learning processing is engaged in everyday life are: selecting 

essentially needed items while inhibiting or ignoring aggressively advertised distracter items 

when shopping; focusing on the most vital points of nurse/pharmacist’s instructions while 

inhibiting or ignoring less relevant information whose forgetting may not be as dangerous; and 

prioritizing the most important ideas to study, while inhibiting or ignoring less relevant topics. 

The above mentioned examples are functionally relevant complex cognitive tasks that rely on the 

higher order top-down selective learning processing. 

The VSLT paradigm has been shown to be sensitive in the detection of the deficient 

ability to selectively learn the most important information in (a) children ages 6-16, at least one 

year post moderate/severe traumatic brain injury [47-48], (b) pediatric ADHD [42], and (c) early 

Alzheimer’s disease [40]. The lowered performances on VSLT across various patient 

populations have been explained through the impaired mechanism of executive function, reduced 

inhibition, and inappropriate goal processing and response to reward [37-46]. These executive 

functions have been shown to be mediated by frontal lobe networks. Since the frontal networks 

are typically damaged in TBI, the executive function deficits may contribute to the persistent 

cognitive difficulties post TBI and thus further directly interfere with functional recovery [29- 

33]. 

The research of selective learning has the potential to inform capabilities in specific 

domains of executive function that may be impaired in a brain injured population. Cognitive 
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control is a key domain to be targeted in the context of functional rehabilitation after the TBI 

[29-30; 32-33]. The present study used the VSLT to compare selective learning performance in 

persons at least one year after TBI to a healthy control group. I also investigated which specific 

domain (inhibition, switching, working memory, or immediate memory) affected selective 

learning performance the most. This line of research is important because it may be informative 

in elucidating persistent deficits in adults with TBI by helping to explain why they struggle with 

complex life tasks despite seeming to be able to carry out simple everyday tasks. The ability to 

selectively learn important information appears to be highly relevant to everyday life functioning 

[39]. 

2.3 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

 

The present study compared selective learning ability between a group with mild-moderate 

TBI-related symptoms at the time of testing and a healthy control group. I also investigated 

differences between the two groups in three executive function components (inhibition, 

switching and working memory) and in immediate memory. Lastly, I examined the relative 

contribution of immediate memory and the separate executive function components of inhibition, 

switching and working memory to the selective learning ability. My hypotheses were as follows: 

• The TBI group will exhibit significantly lower selective 

learning, and executive function components (inhibition, switching and 

working memory) performance in comparison to the healthy control 

group [47-48]. 

• The variables of inhibition, switching, working memory, and 

immediate memory will contribute significantly to the strategic learning 

performance, but the executive function 
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components (inhibition, switching and working memory) will contribute more to the strategic 

learning performance than the immediate memory [37-43; 47-48]. 

• Finally, I did not expect the healthy and TBI group to 

significantly differ on the immediate memory measures, based on 

previous studies in other clinical populations [47-48]. 

2.4 METHODS 

 

2.4.1 Participants 

 

Ninety-six participants were recruited for the current study; specifically 47 adults with 

reported TBI history and 49 healthy adults without any reported history of TBI. All persons with 

TBI were at chronic stage (at least 12 months) post injury. It is important to note that our 

participants with TBI sustained their injury on average 9 years prior to testing. As a result, access 

to medical records documenting severity of the TBI (Glasgow Coma Scale) was limited. 

Similarly to previous approaches, the study relied on self-reports about current functional 

limitations [52-53, 21]. Therefore I used validated questionnaires to define current level of TBI 

severity. 

Current TBI related symptoms were confirmed with Ohio State University TBI 

Identification Method (OSU TBI-ID) questionnaire [47]. Level of functionality was graded with 

Glasgow Coma Scale Extended (GOS-E) [54] and Functional Status Examination (FSE) [55]. 

The GOS-E is a self-reported functional measure that assesses functional recovery within 

domains of cognition, mood, and behavior on an 8-point scale (8 indicates upper good recovery, 

7 lower good recovery, 6 upper moderate disability, 5 lower moderate disability, 3-4 severe 

disability, and 2 vegetative state). The FSE provides more detailed information about functional 

issues and also estimates assistance needed when performing particular function. FSE informs 
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about 10 functional categories including: personal care, mobility/ambulation, travel, 

work/school, leisure and recreation, home management, social integration, cognitive and 

behavioral competency, standard of living, and financial independence [21]. Score of 10 

indicates no impairment, 11-20 mild, 21-30 moderate, and above 30 is severe impairment. 

Participants with 6-7 on GOS-E and 11-30 on FSE were included in this study. Potential 

participants were recruited from flyers, advertisements in newspapers, radio, internet, and social 

media in the local community, or recruited from local brain injury support groups. TBI patients 

with history of alcoholism, drug addiction, or pre-morbid personality disorders were excluded 

from this study. 

Forty-eight participants in the control group were recruited from the Dallas Forth Worth 

area, the University of Texas at Dallas, and Center for BrainHealth through advertisements and 

among acquaintances of researchers and staff. Control group members were required to be able 

and willing to participate in 3 hours of assessment and to be fluent in English. Control 

participants were screened and excluded for psychiatric morbidity and history of head injury 

involving a dazing injury or loss of consciousness (OSU TBI-ID questionnaire). One person in 

the control group was not able to complete the testing session due to persistent headache of 

unknown cause and this participant’s data were removed from further analyses. 

Participants with TBI related symptoms at the time of testing did not significantly differ 

from control group participants on gender, academic level, age or IQ. All participants gave 

written informed consent to participate in this study, as in accordance with the Institutional 

Review Board standards. For further information regarding my participants, please consult the 

tables below.
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Table 2.1. Demographic of TBI (n=47) and controls (n=48) 

 

Variables Mean SD Range t (92) 

Age     

TBI 39.57 14.44 18-65 0.21 ns 
Healthy 40.19 13.36 18-65  

Years of education     

TBI 16.22 2.67 12-24 0.22 ns 
Healthy 16.44 3.57 12-24  

Premorbid 
Verbal IQ 

    

  7.82   

TBI 114.5  96-127 1.4 ns 
  9.47   

Healthy 117.3  95-127  

Current IQ     

TBI 107.53 13.05 85-130 1.37 ns 
Healthy 111.28 13.49 90-135  

 

 
Table 2.2. Demographic of TBI (n=47) 

 
 

Variables Mean SD Range 

GOS-E    

 6.64 0.49 6-7 
FSE    

 19.38 5.68 11-30 
LOC    

 1.22 0.84 <30 

The TBI consisted of 25 men and 22 women. The controls consisted of 19 men and 29 women. 

Abbreviations: FSE, Functional Status Examination; GOS-E, Glasgow Outcome Scale-Extended; 

LOC, Loss of Consciousness; Ns, Group differences were not significant; SD, standard deviation; 

TBI, Traumatic Brain Injury. 
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2.4.2 Measures 

 

The measures of selective learning, inhibition, switching, working memory, and 

immediate memory were administered to the participants. Since the selective learning measure is 

relatively novel, it is explained in detail below. The description and references for the other 

measures are delineated in Table 2.3. 

 

The primary outcome measure of selective learning was examined with the Verbal 

Selective Learning Task (VSLT) adapted from Castel [37-46] and advanced by Hanten and 

colleagues [47-50]. In the Verbal Selective Learning Task, instructions given to the participants 

specify that some words are paired with high value and others with low value. The goal is to 

obtain the highest possible score. Participants are not provided with the exact strategy of how to 

achieve this goal. Thus, a participant’s high performance in Verbal Selective Learning Task 

depends on his/her ability to infer and deploy a strategy that focuses his/her attention toward  

high value information, while limiting access of the low value data, since the number of items 

exceeds most memory spans. 

The VSLT measure consists of three separate word lists with 16 words in each list. The 

words are presented on the computer screen at 1 second intervals. Before the presentation of the 

word lists, the participant are told that he/she is about to be shown three trials containing 16 

words, each word presented one at a time, with some words typed in lower case letters and some 

in upper case letters. The participant was also informed that after the presentation of each word 

list, he or she would be asked to recall the words aloud and that the overall objective was to 

obtain as many points as possible by remembering words. Immediately after the instructions 
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were presented, the participant was presented with a screen message designating the value of the 

words according to the letter format (e.g. upper case letters=10 points, lower case letters=1 

point). The value assigned to word case format was revealed to the participant prior to the list 

presentation. There were three trials; each with different letter format-value pairings in relation 

to the directly preceding trial. No word was used more than once across the trials. The initial 

letter format-value pairing was counterbalanced across the subjects, so that the capitalized and 

lower case letters were associated with high value items equally across the sample of 

participants. The order of presentation of the lists was randomized for each participant. 

Theoretically, a total raw score (composite score) of 264 is possible for total recall across the 

three word lists. However, in order to account for age differences in memory span of our 

participant’s sample, the score was adjusted for age. This new “age adjusted score” was used in 

data analyses. 

Table 2.3. Measures Administered to the Participants 

 

Characterization 

 

domain 

Definition Measure Score 

Integrative Selective 

Learning 

Ability to selectively 

attend to important piece 

of information, while 

simultaneously blocking 

the other parts. (Gamino 

et   al.,   2006)   Strategic 

control  of  memory and 

Verbal  Selective 

Learning Task 

(Learning Score = 

total trials score 

average adjusted for 

age) 

9.96-70.09 
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 attention. Memory 

efficiency. (Castel et al., 

2008) 

  

Immediate Memory The amount of 

information that can be 

remembered. Immediate 

memory quantity. 

(Castel, 2008) 

Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale III 

8. Digit Span / Digits 

Forward (Pearson, 

1997) 

Number of 

correctly repeated 

strings of numbers 

0-16 

Executive function 

 

Domain 

 

Working Memory Working memory is a Wechsler Adult Number of 

 
system for temporarily Intelligence Scale III correctly 

 
storing and managing 8. Digit Span / Digits reproduced strings 

 
the information required Backward (Pearson, of numbers (in 

 
to carry out complex 1997) reverse order) 

 
cognitive tasks such Daneman-Carpenter 0-14 

 
as learning, reasoning, Listening Span Task Number of 

 
and comprehension. (1980) correctly answered 

   
sentence related 

   
questions and 

   
correctly recalled 
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   0-7 

Inhibition The interference with or 

prevention of a 

behavioural or verbal 

response even though  

the stimulus for that 

response is present. 

D-Kefs Colour Word 

Interference Test 

Condition 3: 

Inhibition 

(Pearson, 2001) 

Age adjusted time 

taken to complete 

the task 

1-19 

Switching Alternating between two 

or more tasks in rapid 

succession. 

D-Kefs Trail Making 

Test 

Contrast Score 

Condition 4 Number 

– Letter Switching – 

Condition 2 Number 

Sequencing 

(Pearson, 2001) 

 

D-Kefs Colour Word 

Interference Test 

Condition 4: 

Switching 

 

(Pearson, 2001) 

Scaled difference of 

the two scores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Age adjusted time 

taken to complete 

the task 

1-19 
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2.5 DATA ANALYSES 

 

Three analyses were conducted in the current study. First, two sample Student t-test and 

Chi-square tests were used to examine comparability of the two groups (group with TBI and 

control group). Specifically, participant characterization measures of age, gender, education and 

current IQ measurement were compared between groups. There were no significant differences 

between the group with TBI and control group on participant characterization measures of age 

at injury, educational level and IQ. Chi-square test revealed comparability between the TBI and 

healthy control group on participant characterization variable of gender. These variables were 

excluded from further analysis. Second, a one-way ANOVA examined between-group 

differences in selective learning performance, inhibition, switching, working memory and 

immediate memory. Third, a stepwise regression was used to examine the contributions of 

inhibition, switching, working memory, and immediate memory to selective learning 

performance. For the detailed description of all of the measures that were administered to the 

participants, please refer to the Table 2.3. Analyses were performed using SPSS version 17.0 

[50]. 

2.6 RESULTS 

 

The between-group differences in selective learning performance, inhibition, switching and 

working memory, and immediate memory have been examined. An ANOVA revealed a 

significant difference between groups on selective learning. Adults with TBI performed 

significantly lower on the Verbal Selective Learning Task (as measured by age adjusted trials 

average score) when compared to the healthy control group [F (1, 94) =25.329, p < 0.01]. With 
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regard to the executive function components, a significant between group difference was found 

for inhibition as measured by D-KEFS Colour Word, condition 3 [F (1, 94) = 19.651, p < 0.01], 

working memory as measured by Daneman Carpenter [F (1, 94) = 23.525, p < 0.01], and 

switching as measured by D-KEFS Trail Making Test contrast score condition 4-2 [F (1, 94) = 

16.898, p < 0.01]. Differences between groups in immediate memory as measured by WAIS III 

Digits Forward failed to reach significance [F (1, 91) = 15.829, p = 0.077]. 

A stepwise regression was performed to investigate the within groups’ contributions of 

immediate/straight forward memory, inhibition, switching and working memory on selective 

learning. Performance on the executive function component measure of working memory (as 

measured by Daneman and Carpenter Listening Span Task) contributed significantly to the 

selective learning performance in our TBI group [R2 = 0.129, F (1, 46) = 6.693, p = 0.013]. In  

the control group, the variables of immediate memory (as measured by WAIS III Digits 

Forward) and immediate memory with switching (as measured by D-KEFS Colour Word, 

Condition 4) contributed the most to the selective learning performance of the healthy control 

group [R2 = 0.236, F (1, 41) = 12.384, p = 0.001 and R2 = 0.341, F (2, 41) = 10.104, p < 0.01], 

respectively. 

 

Table 2.4 The Slopes for the Effect of Working Memory on Selective Learning were 

Significantly Different Between the Group with TBI and Controls 

Statistic Traumatic Brain Injury Healthy 

Sample Size 47 48 

Slope 5.42 4.07 

Standard Error 0.08 0.095 

t-Value 10.87, <0.01 
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Table 2.5 The Slopes for the Effect of Immediate Memory on Selective Learning were 

Significantly Different Between the Group with TBI and Controls 

Statistic Traumatic Brain Injury Healthy 

Sample Size 47 48 

Slope 1.21 2.78 

Standard Error 0.08 0.095 

t-Value 12.64, <0.01 

 
 

2.7 DISCUSSION 

 

Three important findings were delineated by this study. First, adults with mild-moderate 

TBI-related symptoms at time of testing showed reduced selective learning performance when 

compared to a healthy control group. Second, the TBI group performed significantly lower than 

the control group on the three executive function measures (inhibition, working memory, and 

switching). In contrast, between-group differences in performance on a measure of immediate 

memory failed to reach significance. Third, the cognitive abilities that significantly contributed 

to the selective learning performance differed between the two groups. For the TBI group, 

working memory contributed significantly to the selective learning performance. In contrast, 

immediate memory was found to significantly contribute to the selective learning performance of 

controls. Potential explanations for different contributors to the ability to selectively focus to 

learn most important information between the patients and healthy group are delineated below. 

. 
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The primary finding of reduced selective learning performance in adults with TBI 

extends previous research done on children with severe TBI at the time of injury to an adult 

population with mild-moderate TBI related symptoms. Specifically, similar results of impaired 

selective learning performance have been documented at chronic stage post severe TBI in 

children who performed significantly lower on selective learning relative to the healthy group 

despite demonstrating intact immediate memory performance [47-48]. Furthermore, the same 

finding supports the prior evidence about intact memory span in children with TBI by suggesting 

that selective learning difficulties may persist even in the context of the normal memory span. 

Selective learning difficulties in TBI may not be related to the reduced memory span, which is in 

accordance with Castel’s postulations about the dissociation between memory quantity and 

memory efficiency in healthy aging participants [41]. It may be that after TBI immediate 

memory follows different path of recovery than executive function skills do [47-48]. Although 

this finding of more intact memory in TBI as compared to controls is supported by previous 

studies, these findings need to be interpreted cautiously. Indeed, the result of comparable 

memory performance between the TBI and healthy control group may be a by-product of 

employing a relatively simple immediate memory measure (WAIS Digits Forward) as compared 

to the complexity of the executive function measures. Future work should include more taxing 

measures of immediate memory. 

The reduced selective learning performance in the TBI group was measurable at chronic 

stages post injury of individuals who have demonstrated mild-moderate level of functional 

impairment at the time of testing. Several explanations may help account for the lowered 

performance on selective learning. One may be difficulties in deciphering the goal adjusted 
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strategy to allocate attention differently according to the information value/usefulness for the 

current goal. The other may be a vulnerability in being able to consistently allocate attention to 

the content that is most important for the current task’s goal. Both correct strategy identification 

and consistent strategy implementation are likely to be affected by compromised executive 

functioning abilities after TBI. Another possible explanation is that reduced working memory in 

TBI may be implicated in the inconsistent strategy implementation of goal appropriate allocation 

of attention. These plausible explanations are further elaborated below. 

In order to explain the reduced selective learning performance in TBI in disruption due 

to the injury, theoretical work from Kane and Engle offer a conceptual framework related to 

selective learning processing in health when the brain operates efficiently. Kane and Engle’s [58] 

theoretical framework provides a plausible explanation of how the brain works in healthy 

individuals possibly shedding light on clinical issues of a TBI group in a task such as selective 

learning. According to Kane and Engle, difficulties with applying selective strategies may be due 

to inefficient functioning of executive function’s component of working memory in TBI. Support 

for this is strengthened by the finding of working memory’s significant role in selective learning 

performance of the TBI group. Cognitive control of working memory’s executive attention 

component is required to focus on the most valuable items in relevance to the current goal [58], 

as is the case in selective learning where one should rather attend to the most important 

information, even at the expense of the items less relevant to the current goal, given the limited 

memory capacity. Prior evidence has shown that adults with TBI exhibit lowered performance 

when they are tasked with deriving and implementing their own strategy [59-60]. The present 

study design did not elucidate whether the adults with TBI: a) did not infer the appropriate 
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strategy or b) failed to apply it either at the time of encoding (actively inhibiting further 

processing of less relevant items) or retrieval (competing of items of mixed relevance for recall 

from the limited memory storage). In other words, it may be that individuals in the TBI group 

were aware of the implied necessity to apply strategies and even recognized the correct one, but 

they were not able to completely focus executive attention on high valued words while actively 

inhibiting further processing (beyond the level of physical properties of the stimulus) of low 

level words at the level of encoding. Alternatively, it may also be that the adults with TBI 

applied the strategy of prioritizing more valued words to encode, but were unable to recall 

strategically appropriate items and to actively inhibit inappropriate items at the time of the 

retrieval, due to the reduced working memory capacity. Future studies could address these issues, 

by either inquiring participants if they were using any strategy, or/and by using forced choice 

recognition in order to investigate whether the patients group would recognize significantly more 

high valued items when prompted to respond with yes or no. This would help elucidate whether 

selective learning and executive attention deficits appear at the level of encoding or retrieval. 

In regards to the finding about different significant contributors to the selective learning 

performance of the two groups, the two groups engaged different cognitive processes to perform 

on the Verbal Selective Learning Task. The TBI group had lower executive function abilities 

(inhibition, switching, and working memory) and may not have been able to utilize an 

informational control strategy. In other words, they may not have been able to consistently 

prioritize the highest value information which serves to reduce the informational load to a more 

manageable quantity. In this way, the TBI group may have primarily burdened working memory 

resources which were already significantly lower in comparison to the controls. A limited 
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working memory capacity may have made them further susceptible to the Verbal Selective 

Learning Task’s inherent conditions of interference. The sources of interference in the VSLT are: 

low valued items within the current trial, no longer valid word-value pairing rule from the 

previous trials, and words from the previous trials, regardless of their value. 

The interpretation of the reduced working memory’s role in TBI group’s inefficient 

selectivity is in accordance with the Kane and Engle’s model of working memory [58]. Their 

theory regards working memory as a hierarchical system involving short term memory and the 

executive attention component. According to Kane and Engle, the control of executive 

attention’s information maintenance is engaged whenever there is presence of competing stimuli. 

In this study, interference was an important component both on the working memory-Daneman 

Carpenter and the Verbal Selective Learning Tasks. Furthermore, even healthy participants with 

lower working memory capacity are found to be more vulnerable to interference [58]. In present 

task, the sources of interference were words from prior lists, low valued items within each trial, 

and changing rules defining the current target between the trials. Therefore, I propose that due to 

a combination of these complex aspects of the task with lower working memory capacity, TBI 

group were unable to maintain efficient information prioritization in the presence of interference. 

It may be that the TBI group became more susceptible to the complex VSLT tasks’ interference 

because their working memory was lower in comparison to controls. In short, the TBI group may 

not have been able to adequately utilize cognitive control mechanisms in order to consistently 

approach the VSLT strategically by reducing memory load through the item prioritization 

according to the current goal. 
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For the healthy group, as contrasted with the TBI group, the Verbal Selective Learning 

Task may have been a simpler task that primarily engaged their immediate memory since they 

manifested significantly higher executive function abilities (inhibition, switching, and working 

memory). It may be that the control group with higher executive function abilities was able to 

economize cognitive resources. I propose that the healthy group was more proficient at 

controlling the informational load than the TBI group, so the VSLT became more of a memory 

task to them. In other words, it may be that control group did not need to further process/encode 

the lower rated items beyond the point of superficially scanning/perceptually labeling them as 

low valued. Instead, they may have simply used their immediate memory to encode the 

remaining reduced quantity of items estimated to be ‘profitable’ for the current trial’s priority 

rule. According to the proposed explanation, the controls may have treated the Verbal Selective 

Learning Task as a simple immediate memory task with successfully limited informational 

burden after they have implemented the approach described above. I labelled this efficient 

processing style as ‘a strategy of reduction a priori’. 

To summarize, the differential ability to adequately employ executive function 

mechanism, impacted the level of the selective learning performance in our two groups. The 

intact executive function in healthy group efficiently reduced the VSLT workload, so that the 

information could be managed with immediate short term memory. Generally speaking, it may 

be that the efficiency of adapted healthy brain processing is reflected through achieving higher 

results by applying a simpler holistic approach that I am labelling ‘the selective reduction a 

priori’, on the level of the entire list. This feature of executive function within selectivity 

paradigm may be realized as ‘the economic aspect of being strategic’. On the other hand, the 
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group with TBI failed to demonstrate this strategic control to economize their cognitive 

resources. They utilized the more difficult segmented approach of selectively weighing each item 

separately, without implementing ‘the strategy of reduction’. Since the quantity of information 

exceeded the average memory span, the group with TBI manifested lower selectivity likely due 

to non-utilizing the approach that we call ‘the strategy of reduction a priori’. Yet, it is important 

to note that although working and immediate memory were the significant contributors to the 

selective learning performance in the patients and healthy group, respectively, a significant 

portion of variance in ability to focus on the most goal relevant content to learn still remained 

unexplained. 

The present data support the claim that integrated executive function processes may be 

vulnerable to the long term effects of TBI even in those who show relatively good recovery. 

Nonetheless, several limitations of this study warrant cautious interpretation of results and 

provide direction for future research to elucidate remaining issues. First, the present study lacks 

the hospital admission’s evidenced level of the TBI severity in our participants. Since the time 

post injury was typically almost a decade, the access to the medical records documenting  

severity of the TBI in this sample was very limited. Yet, this study relies on protocol used in 

similar TBI research approaches when prior medical documentation was not available [52-53, 

21]. Although this is a limitation, it should not preclude the systematic examination of the long- 

term neurocognitive sequelae associated with TBI. Another limitation of the present study may 

be the selection of the WAIS III Digits Forward as a measure of memory. This measure may 

have been much simpler than the tests employed to measure executive function and simpler than 

memory required for everyday functionality. It would be interesting to evaluate whether 
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performance on more complex memory measures such as exemplified by the California Verbal 

Learning Test [60] or the Wechsler Memory Scale - Logical Memory [61] would have been 

impaired and more of a factor contributing to selective learning in the TBI group. 

To conclude, this study unveiled a reduced ability to selectively learn goal relevant 

content and persistent deficits in executive functions at chronic stage post adult TBI. The Verbal 

Selective Learning Task utilized in the present study engages, at least, the following components 

of executive function: selectively attending to and actively inhibiting or ignoring items in 

accordance with the current goal maintenance; working memory (rehearsing selected, and 

updating with the incoming new information which is compared and filtered according to the 

current target); switching (adapting to the current demands of the new trial and moving between 

the different values within the same trial); and memory capacity (retaining a quantity of 

information) [37-50]. Yet, performance on the VSLT could not be fully explained by any of 

these processes taken in isolation. The VSLT appears to be informative above and beyond the 

single cognitive components involved. Indeed, based on findings from other studies, strategic 

control may engage the frontally modulated goal-dependent integration of multiple component 

processes [29-30]. Castel and colleagues postulated that performance on the VSLT requires 

strategic control of memory. Moreover, they claimed that selective learning performance is 

relevant to everyday complex activities. This later perspective is consistent with Perez and 

colleagues who showed that selective learning performance was the strongest predictor of 

another complex ability of everyday relevance: decision making performance in older healthy 

controls [60]. The importance of the present finding is underscores by the recognition that the 

ability to selectively learn the most important information is prerequisite to successful 
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performance in the modern era we live and to the lasting vulnerabilities of TBI in adulthood. 

Today, the vast input to which humans are exposed can promote indiscriminatory informational 

‘flooding’ where individuals fail to call upon the ‘efficient strategy of information reduction’. In 

patients with TBI, this inefficiency in information reduction may be particularly costly to 

performance. The present finding suggests that executive function of goal appropriate 

modulation of specialized processing is of vital importance not only in selective learning, but 

likely to the patient’s overall long-term recovery [29-30, 32-33]. Promising is the emerging 

evidence that TBI patients can learn to use strategies to control their goal-focused memory, when 

guided to do so at later stage post injury[21; 32-33]. The Verbal Selective Learning Task 

measure could point to new areas that could be targeted for rehabilitation and monitored for 

impairment at chronic stages of TBI. Future research is required to determine whether selective 

learning skills could be improved with training in adults who have a history of TBI. Future 

studies should investigate the differences in selective learning processing between groups with 

different levels of functional impairment post TBI and to determine if the gap between the 

deficient functional skills and real life demands can be reduced with improved executive  

function to infer and implement strategic approach of consistently attending to the most goal 

relevant content. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF A NOVEL INTEGRATIVE MEASURE: 

SELECTIVE LEARNING IN ADULT TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY 

 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

 

Cognitive measures are often insensitive and lack specificity to the later stage persistent deficits, 

especially when individuals with brain injury have recovered to mild to moderate levels of 

impairment and appear seemingly normal on the surface. This study compared the diagnostic 

utility of a set of standardized measures of executive functions, immediate memory, and an 

experimental measure of selective learning. Selective learning, defined as the ability to filter and 

sort information according to its relevance, involves top-down processing where specialized 

single processes are combined to perform the task. The other study measures evaluated the single 

processes, chosen because of their purported role in selective learning performance. Two groups 

were recruited for comparison; one group consisted of adults at chronic stage (M=9 years post 

injury) with mild residual symptoms from TBI (N = 50) and the second group included adults 

with no history of a brain injury (N = 62). A discriminant function analyses was conducted to 

measure the ability of the specialized processes (measures of executive functioning and 

immediate memory), as well as the integrative selective learning process, to classify TBI status. 

The sensitivity of the selective learning measure alone was 67.5%, and the specificity was 

75.0%, which was significantly higher than any of the other measures taken in isolation or in 

combination. Selective learning may provide a valuable supplemental tool to assess cognitive 

function in adults with lasting effects of TBI, as well as help design more efficient treatment 

approaches. 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

 

Widespread consensus exists as to the inadequacy of available metrics sensitive to the 

long-term cognitive sequelae of TBI, especially for individuals who show good recovery but 

nonetheless continue to experience mild residual deficits (Langlois et al., 2006; Senathi-Raja, 

Ponsford, & Schönberger, 2010; Langlois & Rutland-Brown, 2006; Holdeman, 2009; Konrad et 

al., 2011; Schretlen & Shapiro, 2003; Draper & Ponsford, 2008). Emerging evidence indicates 

that measures of integrative cognitive processing may provide valuable complementary 

information to add to what is learned from performance on traditional measures of isolated 

cognitive processes, e.g., memory, inhibition. For purposes of this study, integrative cognitive 

processing is defined as a unique aspect of executive functioning (i.e. maintenance and rapid 

manipulation of multiple information sources measured on complex tasks that require integration 

of several single functions in order to perform) and is affected by TBI (Boyd & Sautter, 1993; 

Poncet et al., 2009; Chevignard et al., 2008). Recent findings found lower performance in 

integrated processing of self-regulated learning, referred to as selective learning, in children with 

TBI at chronic stages of recovery (Hanten, Zang et Levin, 2002; Hanten et al., 2004). Yet, 

integrative selective learning capacity has neither been evidenced nor compared with single 

component executive functioning in long-term adult TBI survivors. 

 
 

In this modern era where we are all bombarded with information from all channels of 

(multi)media communication, the facility in selecting certain input while downselecting the rest 

is becoming more important. Selective learning reflects the ability to process informational 

overload, as increasingly encouraged in every-day life. Specifically, selective learning represents 

http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=_wstNVwAAAAJ&amp;amp%3Bhl=en&amp;amp%3Boi=sra
http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=pOfZj7oAAAAJ&amp;amp%3Bhl=en&amp;amp%3Boi=sra
http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=_wstNVwAAAAJ&amp;amp%3Bhl=en&amp;amp%3Boi=sra
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the ability to selectively control and focus learning on the most pertinent elements of incoming 

information (Gamino, 2006). Many of these ‘modern’ communication ‘encounters’ are either 

unidirectional (with limited opportunities for repetition, questions, or clarification of priority), or 

short, rushed and extremely dense with information -all at once. As a result, people are left with 

many disconnected pieces of information, wondering whether they gleaned the most salient 

points or worried as to what they may have missed. These contexts of uncontrolled focus and 

information overload are particularly challenging for people with TBI where frontal functions of 

cognitive control are oftentimes compromised (Stuss, 2011). Consequently, if one fails to select 

and encode the most essential information, they may experience difficulty in interpreting 

messages, analyzing situations or making appropriate decisions (Levine et al., 2005; Malijcic et 

al., 2008; Turkstra et al., 2001; Nellaney, 2012, Glass, Maddox et Love, 2013). People are 

constantly relying on the skill of integrative selective learning to optimize performance across 

different settings: ranging from professional, social, to home management (Hanten, 2004). 

Impaired selective learning ability has been documented in various clinical populations: ADHD 

(Castel, Lee, Humphreys et Moore, 2011), Alzheimer’s (Castel, Balota et McCabe, 2009) and 

pediatric TBI (Hanten et al., 2004). Moreover, this deficit in selective learning was not related to 

reduced memory in any of these conditions, nor associated with aging, but instead was linked to 

the frontal capacity of cognitive control (Hanten et al., 2004). Such cognitive control allows one 

to manage the informational influx that surpasses average memory span of even a healthy 

person. Reduced ability to filter and sort information according to its relevance through 

integrative selective learning has been implicated to have negative impact on daily life (Castel et 

al., 2011). 
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Selective learning is measured through an individual’s ability to strategically sort and 

encode incoming information in order to prioritize learning of the most relevant items (Gamino, 

2006). For experimental purposes designed to test this ability, a person is given a list of items 

that differ in certain characteristic and those different attributes are paired with different values. 

People are instructed to maximize their score by remembering items. However, importantly they 

are never explicitly advised to focus primarily on the most rewarding items (e.g., higher point 

value). Since participants do not know how many items they will be exposed, to be successful 

they have to spontaneously decode the strategy of paying more attention to the most profitable 

items, even if this entails discrimination and voluntary not encoding the items of less value 

(Gamino, 2006). 

In daily life, people have to practice selective learning in various situations and contexts ranging 

from social domain (shopping or following a conversation), over academic/professional (learning 

for exam or participating in business meeting) to the most complex and most consequential 

health related domain (following drug related information or health consultants talk). Prior 

findings demonstrated selective learning deficits in children with TBI in chronic stages of 

recovery (Hanten et al., 2004). The present study extends the findings of prior work in adult TBI 

survivors with the aim to accomplish two goals: a) examine sensitivity and specificity of 

selective learning in classifying TBI versus healthy adults, and b) compare sensitivity and 

specificity across selective learning, episodic memory, and commonly used executive function 

measures. Additionally, I explored combinations of executive function and episodic memory 

measures that yielded highest sensitivity and specificity. I also hypothesized selective learning to 
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demonstrate higher sensitivity and specificity as compared to episodic memory and executive 

functions in classifying TBI versus healthy controls. 

3.3 METHODS 

 

3.3.1 Participants 

 

Ninety-six participants were recruited for the current study; (47 adults with reported TBI 

history and 49 healthy adults without any reported history of TBI). All participants with TBI 

were at chronic stage (at least 12 months) post-injury. It is important to note that our participants 

with TBI sustained their injury on average 9 years prior to testing. As a result, access to medical 

records documenting severity of the TBI (Glasgow Coma Scale) was limited. Similar to previous 

approaches, the study relied on self-reporting a blow to the head with feeling dazed, confused, 

disoriented, as well as current functional limitations (Corrigan & Bogner, 2007; Larson, 

Perlstein, Demery & Stigge-Kaufman, 2006; Vas, Chapman, Cook, Elliott & Keebler, 2011). 

Therefore I used validated questionnaires to define current level of TBI severity. 

Current TBI related symptoms were confirmed with Ohio State University TBI 

Identification Method (OSU TBI-ID) questionnaire (Corrigan & Bogner, 2007). Level of 

functionality was graded with Glasgow Coma Scale Extended (GOS-E) (Wilson, Pettigrew & 

Teasdale, 1998) and Functional Status Examination (FSE) (Dikmen, Machamer, Miller, Doctor 

& Temkin, 2001). The GOS-E is a self-reported functional measure that assesses functional 

recovery within domains of cognition, mood, and behavior on an 8-point scale (8 indicates upper 

good recovery, 7 lower good recovery, 6 upper moderate disability, 5 lower moderate disability, 

3-4 severe disability, and 2 vegetative state). The FSE provides more detailed information about 

functional issues and also estimates assistance needed when performing particular function. FSE 
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informs about 10 functional categories including: personal care, mobility/ambulation, travel, 

work/school, leisure and recreation, home management, social integration, cognitive and 

behavioral competency, standard of living, and financial independence. A score of 10 indicates 

no impairment, 11-20 mild, 21-30 moderate, and scores above 30 represent severe impairment. 

Participants with 6-7 on GOS-E and 11-30 on FSE were included in this study. Potential 

participants were recruited from flyers, advertisements in newspapers, radio, internet, and social 

media in the local community, or recruited from local brain injury support groups. TBI patients 

with a history of alcoholism, drug addiction, or pre-morbid personality disorders were excluded 

from this study. 

Forty-eight participants in the control group were recruited from the Dallas Fort Worth 

area, the University of Texas at Dallas, and Center for BrainHealth® through advertisements and 

among acquaintances of researchers and staff. Control group members were required to be able 

and willing to participate in 3 hours of assessment and to be fluent in English. Control 

participants were screened and excluded for psychiatric morbidity and history of head injury 

involving a dazing injury or loss of consciousness (OSU TBI-ID questionnaire). One person in 

the control group was not able to complete the testing session due to persistent headache of 

unknown cause and this participant’s data were removed from further analyses. 

Participants with TBI related symptoms at the time of testing did not significantly differ 

from control group participants on gender, academic level, age or IQ. All participants gave 

written informed consent to participate in this study, as in accordance with the Institutional 

Review Board standards. 
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3.3.2 Measures 

 

The measures of selective learning, inhibition, switching, working memory, and 

immediate memory were administered to all participants. Since the selective learning measure is 

relatively novel, it is explained in detail below. 

 

The primary outcome measure of selective learning was examined with the Verbal 

Selective Learning Task (VSLT) adapted from Castel (Castel, Benjamin, Craik & Watkins,  

2002; Castel, 2007; Castel, Farb & Craik, 2007; Castel, Balota & McCabe, 2009; Castel et al., 

2011; Castel, Lee, Humphreys & Moore, 2011) and advanced by Hanten and colleagues (Hanten, 

Zhang & Levin, 2002; Hanten et al., 2004). In the Verbal Selective Learning Task, instructions 

given to the participants specify that some words are paired with high values and others with low 

values. The goal is to obtain the highest possible score. Participants are not provided with an 

exact strategy of how to achieve this goal. Thus, individuals tend to perform highest if they infer 

and deploy a strategy that focuses his/her attention toward high value information, while limiting 

access of the low value data, since the number of items exceeds most memory spans. 

The Verbal Selective Learning Task consists of three separate word lists with 16 words in 

each list. The words were presented on a computer screen at 1 second intervals. Before the 

presentation of the word lists, the participant was told that he/she is about to be words presented 

one at a time, with some words typed in lower case letters and some in upper case letters. The 

participant was also informed that the overall objective was to obtain as many points as possible 

by remembering words. Immediately after the instructions were presented, the participant was 
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presented with a screen message designating the value of the words according to the letter format 

(e.g. upper case letters=10 points, lower case letters=1 point). The value assigned to word case 

format was revealed to the participant prior to the list presentation. There were three sets of 

trials; each with different letter format-value pairings in relation to the directly preceding trial. 

No word was used more than once across the trials. The initial letter format-value pairing was 

counterbalanced across the subjects, so that the capitalized and lower case letters were associated 

with high value items equally across the sample of participants. The order of presentation of the 

lists was randomized for each participant. A total raw score (composite score) of 264 is possible 

for total recall across the three word lists. 

3.4 ANALYSES 

 

Stepwise discriminant analysis was performed to identify variables that discriminated 

between control and group with traumatic brain injury, with Verbal Selective Learning Task, set 

of isolated executive function and immediate memory measures as the independent variables. 

We allowed for all possible combinations (64) of executive function (4) and immediate memory 

(1) measures in order to obtain maximum sensitivity and specificity. All analyses were 

conducted with an alpha level of p < .05 using SPSS statistical software (SPSS, 2003). Effect 

Size was reported as a correlation coefficient for the discriminant analysis. 

 

3.5 RESULTS 

 

Demographic variables were analyzed to establish between-group homogeneity, with no 

differences noted between control and group with TBI on gender, age, education and IQ. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0887617705001356#bib31
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Using the classification results of the DFA, the combined sensitivity of VSLT, working 

memory, and inhibition score (or the probability that a test result will be positive when a TBI is 

present) is 69.5%, and the specificity (the probability that a test result will be negative when TBI 

is not present) is 78.5%. Using the set of the three most discriminant executive functions added 

only 2 % increment in sensitivity and 3.5% in specificity then when using only the integrative 

executive function measure of VSLT alone with sensitivity 67.5% of and specificity of 75 %. 

The positive likelihood ratio (PLR—ratio between the probability of a positive test result given 

the presence of a TBI and the probability of a positive test result given the absence of a TBI) is 

2.70:1. The negative likelihood ratio (NLR—ratio between the probability of a negative test 

result given the presence of a TBI and the probability of a negative test result given the absence 

of TBI is .43:1. The positive predictive value (PPV—probability that a TBI is present when the 

test is positive) is 72.09% and the negative predictive value (NPV—probability that a TBI is not 

present when the test is negative) is 70.59%. In Receiver Operating Characteristic, the Area 

Under the Curve is 76 %, SE=0.049, CI (0.665-0.857). For detailed information regarding the 

results, please refer to table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Results Overview for Sensitivity and Specificity Analysis of Verbal Selective 

Learning Task 
 

Statistic 
Selective 

Learning 
95% CI 

All of the Other 

Measures 
95% CI 

Sensitivity 67.39% 
51.98% to 
80.47% 

68.09% 
52.88% to 
80.91% 

Specificity 75.00 % 
60.40% to 
86.36% 

78.57 % 
63.19% to 
89.70% 

Positive Likelihood 

Ratio 
2.70 1.59 to 4.58 3.18 1.72 to 5.86 
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Negative Likelihood 

Ratio 

 
0.43 

 
0.28 to 0.68 

 
0.41 

 
0.26 to 0.63 

Disease prevalence 48.94% (*) 
38.48% to 

59.46% 
52.81% (*) 

41.94% to 

63.49% 

Positive Predictive 

Value 
72.09% (*) 

60.34% to 

81.44% 
78.05% (*) 

65.86% to 

86.76% 

Negative Predictive 

Value 
70.59 % (*) 

60.57% to 

78.95% 
68.75 % (*) 

58.47% to 

77.47% 

Accuracy 71.28% (*) 
61.02% to 

80.14% 
73.03% (*) 

62.58% to 

81.90% 

The classifying capacity of selective learning measure alone, to correctly discriminate between 

people with TBI and controls, was at least as adequate as that of all of the other measures 

combined. Selective learning measure appears to be both sensitive and specific instrument to 

monitor TBI related cognitive sequelae longitudinally with promising potential to inform targets 

of the most efficacious treatment practices. 

3.6 DISCUSSION 

 
Results indicate that Selective Learning measure is both a sensitive and specific 

instrument for the assessment of the long-term cognitive effects of traumatic brain injury. More 

specifically, Verbal Selective Learning Task’s Positive Predictive Value, Negative Predictive 

Value and Positive Likelihood Ratio are high, while Negative Likelihood Ratio is low. These 

values point out to the low likelihood of false positives and false negatives and high likelihood of 

true positives and true negatives when using Verbal Selective Learning Task to confirm the 

traumatic brain injury status. The levels of the discriminant factor analysis statistics indicate that 

performance on the Verbal Selective Learning Task yields a strong likelihood of reflecting 

traumatic brain injury. Selective Learning measure can contribute to better diagnosis and 

subsequently allow for treatment of traumatic brain injury related deficits, especially in cases 
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currently exhibiting mild traumatic brain injury related symptoms, which sadly often remain 

unaddressed on the long-term basis. 

 

 
One key challenge to identifying the specific long-term impediments to return to full 

functioning after traumatic brain injury seems to be the lack of clinically meaningful metrics to 

capture the processes of impairment, given that gold-standard neuropsychological batteries may 

dismiss individuals as fairly well recovered, as it was the case in our group with traumatic brain 

injury. Encouraging is to have an instrument, such as Selective Learning metric, appearing to be 

both sensitive and specific in detecting traumatic brain injury relative to controls, even when this 

instrument was considered alone. 

This study found sensitivity to be somewhat weaker than specificity (7.5% difference). 

After all, not all patients showed significantly inferior performance on this integrative task. Some 

of the individuals with traumatic brain injury have succeeded to stay with the task at hand and 

resist wasting efforts on automatic and unstrategic approaches. The ‘normal performance’ in 

these cases would have potential to lower the sensitivity of Verbal Selective Learning Task. 

Overall, the results show that the Selective Learning measure provided an informative 

instrument in traumatic brain injury examination that can directly help rehabilitation specialists 

in the assessment. Using the performance information provided by Verbal Selective Learning 

Task alone, 71.3% of overall original cases were correctly classified. Therefore, Selective 

Learning metric appears to be an important instrument in traumatic brain injury and an 

informative complementary measure. The question of how to improve integrative capacity of 
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selective learning post traumatic brain injury should be the focus of future research using 

Selective Learning measure. 

In conclusion, Verbal Selective Learning Task offers a helpful and valuable addition to 

the comprehensive evaluation of cognitive functioning following traumatic brain injury, which is 

consistent with the latest World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Neurotrauma Task 

Force recommendations. Thorough neuropsychological assessment is recommended to become 

an integral aspect of traumatic brain injury diagnosis and management at any stage later on, 

beyond the initial evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

SELECTIVE LEARNING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ADULTS WITH MILD VERSUS 

MODERATE DYSFUNCTION POST TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY 

 

 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

 

Cognitive measures are often insensitive and lack specificity to the later stage persistent deficits, 

especially when individuals with brain injury have recovered to mild or moderate levels of 

impairment and appear seemingly normal on the surface. The purpose of this study was to 

examine the differences in integrative and isolated processes between group with mild and 

moderate dysfunction post TBI, with focus on the integrative function of selective learning. 

Selective learning is defined as the ability to filter and sort information according to its relevance 

and involves top-down processing of specialized single processes that are combined to perform 

the task. The between group differences in composite factors involved in selective learning, as 

well as sensitivity and specificity of selective learning measure was investigated. Two groups 

were recruited for comparison; one group consisted of adults at chronic stage (mean of 10 years 

post injury) with mild residual symptoms from TBI (N = 50) and the second group included 

adults with moderate symptoms from traumatic brain injury (N = 62). A multivariate analysis of 

variance was used to examine the differences in selective learning, executive functions and 

immediate memory between the groups with mild and moderate traumatic brain injury. A general 

linear model with principal component analysis was used to examine the differences in 

contributional patterns of constituent skills to selective learning difference between the two 

groups. The vector consisting of measures of executive function and memory was found to play 
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significant role in selective learning difference between the group with mild and moderate 

traumatic brain injury. A discriminant function analyses was conducted to measure the ability of 

the specialized processes (seven measures of executive functioning and one measure of episodic 

memory), as well as the integrative selective learning process, to classify mild and moderate TBI 

status. When using selective learning measure alone, approximately 60% of participants with 

mild TBI and 60% of participants with moderate TBI were correctly classified, which was 

significantly higher than any of the other measures taken in isolation or in combination. Selective 

learning may provide a valuable supplemental tool to assess cognitive function in adults with 

lasting effects of TBI, as well as help design more efficient ways to measure treatment responses. 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

When assessing long-term outcomes of traumatic brain injury, administering integrative 

measures is recommended in order to improve the sensitivity of metrics to detect vulnerability of 

performance under the complex conditions that more closely approximate every-day tasks 

(Chen, Abrams, and D’Esposito, 2006; Novakovic-Agopian et al., 2011). Integrative measures 

are defined as those related to the tasks that require manipulation of multiple components of 

cognitive control (Chen, Abrams et D’Esposito, 2006). This sort of orchestrated manipulation of 

several cognitive domains according to the task’s goal is also known as top-down processing. 

Selective learning is one of the paradigms that address integrative processing (Cohen et al., 

2014). 

Two findings related to the application of selective learning measure in traumatic brain 

injury have motivated this study. For one, previous studies have found integrative domain of 

selective learning to be significantly reduced in chronic severe traumatic brain injury in children 

(Hanten et al., 2002; 2004) , as well as in chronic mild traumatic brain injury in adults (Chapter 

Two). Secondly, distinct processing mechanisms on selective learning task have been reported in 

mild traumatic brain injury, versus those related to selective learning performance of controls. 

Namely, working memory contributed significantly to selective learning performance of group 

with traumatic brain injury, while recruitment of immediate memory has determined selective 

learning performance of controls (Chapter Two). 

Based on prior evidence showing selective learning to be sensitive to distinguishing 

persistent mild deficits in chronic stage TBI versus normal controls, the present study examined 

sensitivity of selective learning measure to persistent moderate deficits in chronic stage TBI
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versus group with mild TBI. This study also compared the diagnostic utility of selective learning 

measure to differentiate between the levels of impairment post TBI against the set of 

standardized measures including executive functions and immediate memory. Finally, this study 

also investigated what component processes have played a role in the selective learning 

performance difference between the groups with mild and moderate traumatic brain injury. 

4.2.1 Research Aims and Hypotheses 

 

The first aim addressed the differences between group with moderate and mild functional 

impairment post traumatic brain injury on the main domain of selective learning measure, and 

the secondary domain of executive function and immediate memory measures. According to the 

previous study findings, as well as literature’s implications, I expected to find the group with 

moderate functional impairment post traumatic brain injury would perform significantly worse 

than the group with mild functional impairment post traumatic brain injury on all of the 

executive functions including the main measure of integrative executive functioning (selective 

learning) (Hartikainen et al., 2010, Halbauer et al., 2009; DeLuca et al., 2000; MCAllister, 

Flashman, McDonald et Saykin, 2006). In contrast, according to the previous study findings and 

extant literature’s implications, I did not expect to find any significant difference between the 

two groups on immediate memory measure. 

The second aim was to identify the factors (among supporting executive functions’ and 

immediate memory’s contributions) that account for the hypothesized significant difference in 

selective learning performance between the two groups. Based on previous study findings’ 

implication, I expected to find different pattern between domain constituents’ contribution to 

selective learning performance difference between the two groups. Namely, I still expected to 
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find working memory to be a significant source of contribution to selective learning performance 

(as previously established in chapter two). However, with the introduction of group with 

moderate impairment post traumatic brain injury, I hypothesized to find additional involvement 

of other supporting executive functions in the selective learning performance difference between 

the group with moderate and group with mild functional impairment post traumatic brain injury. 

Third aim was to examine the discriminatory power of selective learning measure in 

differentiating between group, i.e., mild versus moderate traumatic brain injury, as well as to 

compare the sensitivity and specificity of selective learning measure to that of all of the 

supporting executive functions and immediate memory measures. Based on the integrative 

processes being associated with real life functioning, I expected to find the sensitivity and 

specificity of selective learning to be superior to that of all of the other measures combined 

(Novakovic-Agopian, Chen et Rome, 2011; Novakovic-Agopian et al., 2011). 

4.3 METHODS 

 

4.3.1 Participants 

 

The University of Texas at Dallas Institutional Review Board conducted appropriate 

reviews of the research with human participants and approved this study. The study included 112 

participants (62 persons with moderate impairment post traumatic brain injury and 50 with mild 

impairment post traumatic brain injury). Criteria for inclusion in the group with moderate 

persistent deficits following traumatic brain injury required that participants have history of 

traumatic brain injury (at least six months prior to the evaluation) and that they currently exhibit 

symptoms of moderate impairment post TBI (scores 5-6 on GOS-E and 21-30 on FSE). Criteria 

for the inclusion in the TBI group with mild impairment post traumatic brain injury required 
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participants with currently mild functional impairment post TBI (6-7 on GOS-E and 11-20 on 

FSE). All participants were proficient in English and had completed minimum high school level 

of education. The two groups were shown to be comparable on indices of age, education, gender, 

and current status IQ. 

It is important to note that participants with TBI sustained their injury 10 years prior to 

testing on average. As a result, access to medical records documenting acute level of severity of 

the TBI (Glasgow Coma Scale) was limited. Similarly to previous approaches, the study relied 

on self-reports about current functional limitations (Corrigan & Bogner, 2007).  

Current TBI related symptoms were confirmed with Ohio State University TBI 

Identification Method (OSU TBI-ID) questionnaire (Corrigan & Bogner, 2007). Level of 

functionality was graded with Glasgow Coma Scale Extended (GOS-E) (Wilson, Pettigrew & 

Teasdale, 1998) and Functional Status Examination (FSE) (Dikmen, Machamer, Miller, Doctor 

& Temkin, 2001). 

The GOS-E is a self-reported functional measure that assesses functional recovery within 

domains of cognition, mood, and behavior on an 8-point scale (8 indicates upper good recovery, 

7 lower good recovery, 6 upper moderate disability, 5 lower moderate disability, 3-4 severe 

disability, and 2 vegetative state). The FSE provides more detailed information about functional 

issues and also estimates assistance needed when performing particular function. FSE informs 

about 10 functional categories including: personal care, mobility/ambulation, travel, 

work/school, leisure and recreation, home management, social integration, cognitive and 

behavioral competency, standard of living, and financial independence [21]. Score of 10 
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indicates no impairment, 11-20 mild, 21-30 moderate, and above 30 is severe impairment. 

 

Potential participants were recruited from flyers, advertisements in newspapers, radio, internet, 

and social media in the local community, or recruited from local brain injury support groups.  

TBI patients with history of alcoholism, drug addiction, or pre-morbid personality disorders were 

excluded from this study. 

All participants gave written informed consent to participate in this study, as in 

accordance with the Institutional Review Board standards. 

Table 4.1. Demographic Characterization of Participants with mild (N=50) and moderate 

(N=62) dysfunction following TBI 

 
t (110) 

 

 

 

0.23 ns 

 

 

 

 

 
0.003 

 

 

 

 

 

 
0.07 ns 

 

 

 

 

0.91 ns 

Variables 

 
Age 

Mean SD Range 

Mild TBI 54.28 12.68 21-65 

Moderate TBI 51.57 11.24 21-65 

Years of education 
   

Mild TBI 15.86 2.18 12-24 

Moderate TBI 17 1.73 12-24 

Premorbid Verbal 

WTAR 

IQ   

Mild TBI 37.25 6.5 30-50 

Moderate TBI 35.20 5.5 30-50 

Current IQ 
   

Mild TBI 108.71 11.54 73-129 
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Moderate TBI 108.95 11.14 95-141 

 

 

 
Table 4.2. Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Related Characterization of Participants with 

mild (N=50) and moderate (N=62) dysfunction following TBI 

Variables Mean SD Range 
 

Glasgow Outcome S d 
 

 

 
 

Functional Status Examination 

 

 

LOC 

 

 
Years Since Injury 

 

 

 

 

 
Participants’ groups are comparable on all of the demographic statistics including age, education, 

and premorbid and current IQ. The TBI related metrics of Glasgow Outcome Scale Extended 

(GOS-E), Functional Status Examination (FSE), and Loss of Consciousness (LOC) duration all 

converge when describing mild versus moderate dysfunction post TBI of these two samples of 

participants. 

 

 

 

cale Exten 

6.90 

ed 

0.31 

 
6-7 

5.5 0.49 5-6 

 

16.45 2.59 11-20 

27.45 4.39 21-30 

1.22 0.84 <30 min 

1.5 0.5 <24 h 

10.14 9.19 1-23 

14.57 10.96 2-44 
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4.3.2 Measures 

The measures included selective learning, executive function (inhibition, switching, and 

working memory), and immediate memory. The primary outcome measure of selective learning 

was examined with the Verbal Selective Learning Task (VSLT) adapted from Castel [30-39] and 

advanced by Hanten and colleagues [40-42]. In the Verbal Selective Learning Task, information 

given to the participants specifies that some information is paired with high value and some with 

low value. The goal is to obtain the highest possible score. Participants are not instructed as to 

the exact strategy to achieve this particular goal. Thus, a participant’s success in Verbal Selective 

Learning Task performance depends on his/her ability to successfully implement an effective 

strategy by focusing his/her attention toward high value information, while simultaneously 

inhibiting low value data, since the number of items exceeds most memory spans. 

The VSLT measure consists of 3 separate word lists with 16 distinct words in each list. 

The words are presented on the computer screen at 1 second intervals. Before the presentation of 

the word lists, the participant was told that he/she was about to be shown three word lists 

containing 16 words each, presented one at a time, with some words typed in lower case letters 

and some in upper case letters. The participant was also informed that after the presentation of 

each word list, he or she would be asked to recall the words aloud and that the overall objective 

was to obtain as many points as possible by remembering words. Immediately after the 

instructions were presented, the participant was presented with screen message designating the 

value of the words according to the letter format (e.g. upper case letters=10 points, lower case 

letters=1 point). The value assigned to word case format was revealed to the participant prior to 

each list presentation. There were three trials; each with different letter format-value pairings in 
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relation to the directly preceding trial, and no word was used more than once across the trials. 

The initial letter format-value pairing was counterbalanced across the subjects, so that the 

capitalized and lower case letters were associated with high value items equally across the 

sample of participants. The order of presentation of the lists was randomized for each  

participant. Theoretically, a total raw score (composite score) of 264 is possible for total recall 

across the three word lists. 

4.4 ANALYSES 

 

Three analyses were performed in order to address three questions described above. First, 

a multivariate analysis of variance had been applied in order to examine the differences in 

integrative domain of selective learning, supporting executive functions (inhibition, switching, 

and working memory), and immediate memory between group with moderate and mild 

functional impairment post traumatic brain injury. In this analysis, selective learning, executive 

functions and immediate memory were dependent variables in general linear model, while group 

was an independent variable. 

 

In order to account for wide age range of the participants and for it’s possible 

confounding influence on the performance on measured domains, residuals of regressing age on 

each domain have been saved for each data point. These scores have been used in further 

analysis. 

 

Second, a principal component analysis was performed in order to test for and eliminate 

potential overlap of included number of different measures pertaining to the same domain. This 

method would then allow to keep only the transformed data coming from the variables and 

domains that are no longer redundant and that contribute with unique variance to shedding light 
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on within and between group differences’ variance in performance. Third, the results of the 

principal component analysis (principal component factor loadings) were then included into 

general linear model as independent variables with dependent variable of selective learning for 

each group, in order to inspect differences between two groups in contributional patterns of 

constituent components to selective learning’s performance between group differences. 

 

Effect size was reported as either a correlation coefficient for the discriminant analysis, 

Cohen's d for ANOVA, or Partial Eta2 for MANOVA. Finally, a discriminant factor analysis was 

performed in order to examine sensitivity and specificity of selective learning in terms of 

differentiating between groups with mild and moderate traumatic brain injury. The 

discriminatory capacity of selective learning measure was compared to that of the other 

supporting executive function components and immediate memory. To appropriately capture full 

range of unique variance coming from these component processes, individual scores derived 

from the principal component analysis were included in the discriminant factor model. 

 

4.5 RESULTS 

 

A multivariate analysis of variance identified significant between group differences on all 

of the measured domains: selective learning, inhibition, switching, working memory, and 

immediate memory. For the detailed overview with description of measures administered, please 

refer to the Table One in Chapter Two. 

Table 4.3. Overview of Multivariate Analysis of Variance Findings 
 

Dependent Variable df. F Sig. Partial Eta 

Squared 

Observed 

Power 

Inhibition (CW D-KEFS) 1 3.065 .083 .027 .411 
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Switching (CW D-KEFS) 1 4.661 .033 .041 .571 

Switching Trails (D-KEFS) 1 7.375 .008 .063 .768 

Working Memory (Daneman 1 4.417 .038 .039 .549 

Carpenter)      

Immediate Memory (WAIS 1 4.077 .046 .036 .517 

Digits Forward)      

Working Memory (WAIS Digits 1 4.297 .041 .038 .538 

Backward)      

Inhibition ((Hayling A Time) 1 6.121 .015 .053 .689 

Inhibition (Hayling B Time) 1 1.420 .236 .013 .219 

Inhibition (Hayling A Errors) 1 1.276 .261 .011 .201 

Inhibition (Hayling B Errors) 1 .000 .990 .000 .050 
 

 

Performance on all of the isolated measures of executive function and memory was significantly 

different between the two groups. The group with mild TBI was performing significantly higher 

than group with moderate TBI across the cognitive domains, with small-medium effect sizes, 

with the exception of D-KEFS CW3 and Hayling-Brixton complex measure of inhibition based 

on the automatic response suppression and the speed of automated response. 

A principal component analysis’s scree plot test found two principal component loadings 

to be returned into the principal component model and to undergo further extraction and Oblimin 

rotation. Prior to conducting a principal component analysis, all of the data for each variable 

were centered according to the group’s mean for that measure. After this transformation, the 

centered data points of each group have been returned to the principal component analysis model 

and pooled together before proceeding with the Oblimin rotations with Kaiser Normalizations. 

Preliminary analysis established as follows: a) according to Kaiser-Olkin test, the 

sampling adequacy was appropriate for conducting a principal component analysis, b) Bartlett’ 
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Test of sphericity showed that the principal component analysis’ assumption requirements have 

been met in order to proceed with principal component analysis. 

Table 4.4. Principal Component Preliminary Analysis Results 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.  .794 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 300.773 

Df. 45 

Sig. ....................................... 000 

 
This table shows that pooled sample was adequate for factor analysis and that up to eighty 

percent of the variance among the variables might be common variance. Within the Bartlett Test 

of Sphericity the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity matrix of zero 

correlations where all diagonal elements are one and all off diagonal elements are zero was 

correctly rejected, as in accordance with the minimum of necessary assumptions met in order to 

be able to proceed with the principal component analysis. A small p value indicates that it is 

highly unlikely for us to have obtained the observed correlation matrix from a population with 

zero correlation. 

Table 4.5. The Amount of Total Data Points’ Variance Explained by Variables’ Groupings 

Produced by Principal Component Analysis 

Total Variance Explained 

Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
 

 Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative 

  Variance %  Variance % 

1 3.431 34.315 34.315 3.431 34.315 34.315 
2 1.914 19.141 53.456 1.914 19.141 53.456 

 
 

The values in this table indicate the proportion of cumulative variables’ variance that can be 

explained by the principal components. Variables with high values are well represented in the 

common factor space, while variables with low values are not well represented. In this case, I 
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have suppressed low values and only principal components with eigenvalues of one or greater 

are displayed. Remained are the two principal components (factors) that are considered to 

represent adequately well the common variance in performance of pooled sample across the 

measures. 

 

From the third component on the line is approaching to almost flat, each following component 

represents smaller and smaller amounts of the total variance. Only the principal components with 

eigenvalues greater than one are kept. This is because components with an eigenvalue of less than one 

account for less variance than did the original variable (which had a variance of 1). The purpose of principal 

components analysis is to redistribute the variance in the correlation matrix (using the method of eigenvalue 

decomposition); to redistribute the variance to first few components extracted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1. The Scree Plot Graphs the Eigenvalue Against the Component Number. 
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After applying full principal component analysis, two vectors were found. 

 
Table 4.6. Principal Component Vector Loadings 

 

Structure Matrix 

 

 

Executive Function 

Component 

 Hayling Vector 

with Memory 

Switching .752 

 
.151 

Inhibition .745 .183 

Switching Trails .654 .305 

Immediate Memory -.636 -.047 

Working Memory DC -.626 -.336 

Working Memory -.700 -.106 

Hayling Time B .325 .801 

Hayling Errors A .193 .792 

Hayling Errors B .113 .780 

Hayling Time A .170 .731 

 

 
Component Matrix table contains component loadings, which are the correlations between 

the variable and the component. Because these are correlations, possible values range from 

-1 to +1.  Any of the correlations that are .3 or less are not meaningful and therefore not 

displayed. 
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Figure 4.2. Factor Groupings of Significant Variables in Two Dimensional Space. 

Only variables with more than 0.3 correlation with the component one are displayed. 

Component one is comprised of executive function and memory measures. 

A secondary principal component analysis (using Varimax rotation with Kaiser 

Normalization) was conducted and confirmed the findings from the previous one. 

 

Further, general linear model found the significant differences in contributions of two 

extracted factors (executive functions with memory and executive function/inhibition) to 

selective learning performance difference between the two groups [F (2, 107) =9.50, p<0.01] 
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with only factor one (representing executive function with memory) being significant 

contributor to the selective learning performance difference between the two groups [F (1, 108) 

= 19.88, p<0.01]. 

 
Table 4.7. Selective Learning Statistics for Groups with Mild and Moderate 

Traumatic Brain Injury 

Group Mean Std. Deviation N 

1.00 Moderate 105.3871 36.48371 62 

2.00 Mild 125.6800 32.78467 50 

Total 114.4464 36.17521 112 

 

Table 4.8 Results Overview for Sensitivity and Specificity Analysis 
 
 

 
 

Statistic 

Selective Learning 95% CI All of the Other 

Measures 

Combined 

95% CI 

Sensitivity 60.94% 47.93% to 72.90% 53.23% 40.12% to 66.02% 

Specificity 60.00 % 45.18% to 73.59% 64.00 % 49.19% to 77.08% 

Positive Likelihood 

Ratio 1.52 1.03 to 2.25 1.48 0.95 to 2.29 

Negative Likelihood 

Ratio 0.65 0.44 to 0.95 0.73 0.52 to 1.02 

Disease prevalence 56.14% (*) 46.54% to 65.42% 55.36% (*) 45.67% to 64.76% 

Positive Predictive 

Value 66.10% (*) 56.85% to 74.27% 64.71% (*) 54.22% to 73.95% 

Negative Predictive 

Value 54.55 % (*) 45.06% to 63.71% 52.46 % (*) 44.06% to 60.72% 

Area Under the 

Curve 60.53% (*) 50.94% to 69.55% 58.04% (*) 48.34% to 67.30% 

 
A discriminant factor analysis estimated selective learning measure alone to have 

sensitivity and specificity in correctly classifying cases as those with mild or moderate 

dysfunction post traumatic brain injury at least as good if not greater than the statistics of all 

of the other measures combined. 
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Factor two consisting of Hayling-Brixton component measures (related to speed of 

automated response and inhibition) correctly classified 52.7 % of original groups’ cases with 

sensitivity of 38% and specificity of 64.5 %. This factor was not significantly contributing to the 

selective learning performance difference between the two groups Therefore, the second 

extracted factor related to the measures of executive function/inhibition will be no longer 

discussed. 

Closer inspection of demographic traits with factor one distribution differences based on 

four different performance profiles did not yield any significant results. However, the age 

distribution differences across four different cognitive profiles showed clear trend towards 

reaching the significance threshold. Namely, the members of the intermediates group 

characterized with combination of high executive function and low memory were more likely to 

be older. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Age and Factor One Distribution for Cognitive Performance Profile of Super 

Integrators. The subgroup of Super Integrators consists of people with both high 
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executive function (>-0.18, median split of sum of all scaled executive function 

measures’ average scores) and high memory (>-0.19, median split of sum of all scaled 

memory measures’ average scores). These are the individuals who were most strategic, 

performing on the highest end of the integrative selective learning task performance 

distribution. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Age and Factor One Distribution for Cognitive Performance Profile of Faulty 

Gatekeepers. The subgroup of Faulty Gatekeepers is the anti-image of Super 

Integrators and consists of people with both low executive function (<-0.18, median 

split of sum of all scaled executive function measures’ average scores) and low memory 

(<-0.19, median split of sum of all scaled memory measures ‘average scores). These are 

the individuals who were least strategic, performing on the lowest end of the integrative 

selective learning task performance distribution. 
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Figure 4.5. Age and Factor One Distribution for Cognitive Performance Profile of 

Intermediates LCCHM. The subgroup of Intermediates LCCHM consists of people with 

low executive function (<-0.18, median split of sum of all scaled executive function 

measures’ average scores) and high memory (>-0.19, median split of sum of all scaled 

memory measures’ average scores). These are the individuals who were relatively not 

strategic despite good memory, performing on the lower end of the 25-75 percentile of the 

integrative selective learning task performance distribution. 
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Figure 4.6. Age and Factor One Distribution for Cognitive Performance Profile of 

Intermediates HCCLM. The subgroup of Intermediates LCCHM consists of people with 

high executive function (>-0.18, median split of sum of all scaled executive function 

measures’ average scores) and low memory <-0.19, median split of sum of all scaled 

memory measures’ average scores). These are the individuals who were relatively strategic 

despite low memory, performing on the higher end of the 25-75 percentile of the integrative 

selective learning task performance distribution. Interestingly, this group is represented by 

slightly older members than the other three groups; an observation that makes sense given 

the inverse relationship between memory span and age, as well as the implications from 

prior research regarding robustly preserved cognitive control of selectivity in healthy aging 

(Castel et al., 2013) 
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4.6 DISCUSSION 

 
 

Three important findings emerged from this study. First, as hypothesized, the group with 

moderate performed significantly lower with respect to the group with mild dysfunction post 

traumatic brain injury on all of the executive function measures, as well as on the immediate 

memory measure, as expected based on the prior reports (Levin, Shum, et Chan, 2014; Corrigan 

et Hammond, 2013; Millis et al., 2001). Secondly, performance on measures related to both 

executive function and memory significantly determined selective learning performance of each 

group, as well as significantly contributed to the selective learning performance difference 

between the two groups. This finding is a novel contribution to the body of literature examining 

selective learning. Prior research addressed pediatric traumatic brain injury at highest level of 

severity and was not concerned with mechanism of contributions of isolated processes to the 

integrative selective learning process (Hanten et al., 2002; Hanten et al., 2004). Although, this 

particular question was not addresses before, this finding is in accordance with implications from 

previous research. For instance, executive control in general and executive attention component 

of working memory in particular has been previously implied as the best predictor of integrative 

processing (Chiou, Sandy, et Chiaravalloti, 2015). Namely, working memory determined 

decision-making performance of healthy adults (Perez, 2016). Moreover, working memory has 

also been addressed and recommended as the first choice target in cognitive rehabilitation across 

several TBI studies (Cicerone et al., 2017; Yagi et al., 2015). Finally, when distinguishing 

between the groups with mild versus moderate dysfunction post traumatic brain injury, the 
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sensitivity and specificity of selective learning measure alone was greater than sensitivity and 

specificity of all of the other measures combined, as in accordance with prior literature’s 

suggestions (Chiou et al., 2015, Novakovic et al., 2011). 

 
In regards to the first finding, literature has reported similarly greater impairment of 

executive functioning, as well as immediate memory deficit in moderate traumatic brain injury, 

as compared to mild traumatic brain injury (Lengenfelder et al., 2015, Tulsky et al., 2016). In 

contrast to prior reports on selective learning in TBI where immediate memory was comparable 

with healthy controls, immediate memory was significantly more impaired in moderate, as 

compared to mild dysfunction post traumatic brain injury. It may be that beyond certain 

threshold of TBI impact, immediate memory differences across higher levels of severity become 

more pronounced. Whereas individuals with mild dysfunction post traumatic brain injury may 

perform on a level comparable to controls on immediate memory measures, reduced 

performance on immediate memory measures continues to be manifested at a higher (i.e., 

moderate vs mild) level of persistent deficits following traumatic brain injury. 

 
When discussing the second finding regarding the separation of executive function and 

memory related factors found within the component one, both executive function and memory 

significantly determined the selective learning performance within each group, as well as the 

selective learning differences between the groups. This pattern of findings has been suggested by 

work by Chiou, Sandy, et Chiaravalloti, 2015. Namely, they found association between higher 

performance on verbal learning and higher performance on executive function of working 

memory in moderate-severe traumatic brain injury. The same group of authors also found 
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working memory to be the most significant predictor of verbal learning performance in the same 

group of TBI survivors, as in accordance with our previous study (Chapter Two), but they did 

not look at the different performance profiles. Another study (Millis & Ricker, 2008) did 

differentiate four learning styles based on the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) in 

patients with moderate to severe traumatic brain injury, but these profiles were based on 

assistance needed with retrieval and active or passive approach in regards to clustering strategies. 

CVLT is a popular and widely used word list based measure of memory where words belong to 

four common categories. This task assumes that examinee may benefit from facilitating encoding 

and recall via strategy of clustering. It is important to note that the CVLT design does not 

implicitly require goal deciphering. When the present study is concerned, the four styles of 

performance were identified within each group. Individuals who draw upon their executive 

function and memory resources in order to perform on integrative selective learning task fall into 

four profiles. These are high executive function with high memory, high executive function with 

low memory, low executive function with low memory, and low executive function with low 

memory. In that sense, the most successful selective learning performance was observed in 

individuals who were both high controllers (high on executive function) and high memorizers. 

Further, the individuals characterized by either combination of high executive function with low 

memory or low executive function with high memory have contributed the medium level of 

selective learning performance. Finally, the lowest level of selective learning performance was 

noted in individuals with combination of low executive function with low memory. It was 

exactly this effect of executive function and memory within each group that contributed 

significantly to selective learning differences between the groups with mild and moderate 
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dysfunction post traumatic brain injury. The ‘memorizing’ strategy alone that may have served 

well some of the high memory controls from chapter two’s study one, turns out not to be as 

helpful when brain is impacted with mild to moderate traumatic brain injury. In a brain affected 

by traumatic brain injury, the memorizers’ strategy is no longer sufficient in order to perform on 

a complex task of integrative processing. As hypothesized, the significant involvement of 

additional processes along with memory appears to be necessary in order to perform on selective 

learning. Indeed, in both groups, it was controllers’ style of strategic gatekeeping joined with 

high memory that was associated with better performance on selective learning task. However, it 

may be plausible to hypothesize that even performers with mild and moderate dysfunction post 

traumatic brain injury may benefit from learning facilitating strategies (i.e. strategy of 

‘information reduction a priori’) how to transition from a maladaptive ‘memorizing’ style 

towards the helpful ‘controlling’ style when performing on an integrative task, such as selective 

learning. This recommendation may be especially relevant for the performers characterized by 

either combination of low executive function with high memory or individuals characterized by 

combination of low executive function with low memory. 

 
Further follows the discussion of the third and last finding concerning the superior sensitivity 

of selective learning alone than all of the other measures combined together. This continuation of 

selective learning discriminability study, builds upon the previously established selective 

learning’s superior capacity to distinguish between performance affected by mild traumatic brain 

injury and controls (as found in chapter three). Not only was selective learning confirmed as a 

superior classifier of people with TBI versus healthy, as reported in chapter two, but was also 

validated as one metric that was better capable of correctly differentiating between the 
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performers with mild and moderate dysfunction post TBI, than all of the other measures 

combined. This finding concerning superior sensitivity of selective learning metric relative to all 

of the other cognitive domains combined together is not only of clinical significance, but also fits 

well with the theoretical framework of isolated versus integrative cognitive processing and 

related measuring paradigms (Chen, Abrams, et D'Esposito, 2006; Chen et D’Esposito, 2006; 

Novakovic Agopian et al., 2011). More specifically, the superior discriminability of the 

integrative selective learning measure, as compared to all of the isolated measure combined, 

further corroborates claims that integrative paradigms may be better able to capture the full 

complexity of TBI impact on executive functioning (Chen et al., 2011; Novakovic-Agopian et 

al., 2011). Moreover, integrative processing has been implicated in real life functioning 

(Novakovic-Agopian et al., 2011). One of the directions for future research is to establish a link 

between performance on integrative domain of selective learning and real life functioning after 

traumatic brain injury. 

 
Respective to the potential limitations of this study, I acknowledge that the original levels of 

traumatic brain injury severity, as measured by Glasgow Coma Scale, were not recorded, due to 

the limited medical documentation associated with this specific sample of individuals. However, 

TBI survivors were classified in regards to their current level of functioning across several valid 

questionnaires, such as GOS-E and FSE, as well as on the ‘forensic proxy’ for the initial injury 

severity, such as OSU-TBI, as in accordance with some of the previous study protocols (Stern et 

al., 2015). Another limitation may be the lack of a third group with persistent severe dysfunction 

post-traumatic brain injury to complete elucidation of the interplay of isolated executive 

functions and memory and integrative selective learning processing. It may be interesting to 
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follow if there will be different distribution of single executive function versus memory 

influences involved in selective learning performance of group with higher level of dysfunction 

post TBI. 

 
4.7 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 
 

I offer a number of recommendations for the future directions. First, future investigations 

should address specific composite individual factors that determine the processing style on the 

integrative task of selective learning. It is intriguing that both the group with mild and moderate 

dysfunction post TBI had performers of both memorizing and controlling approach to integrative 

processing. It would be interesting to discern specific factors other than the current level of 

dysfunction following TBI, that play the role in modulating level of performance on the 

integrative task of selective learning, based on the recruitment of executive function and memory 

processes. 

 
Second, future studies should examine the potential cognitive rehabilitation approaches in 

order to remediate maladaptive processing in moderate traumatic brain injury, as well as in 

‘strategy-less’ individuals with mild traumatic brain injury .Selective learning performance could 

also be used as a baseline marker and reference point to track progress of recovery moving from 

acute towards the chronic stage post injury. Another recommendation regarding clinically 

applied research is to investigate the link between integrative domain of selective learning and 

real life functioning. 

 
Third, future scientific endeavors should extend the examination of integrative processing of 
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selective learning, as applied in traumatic brain injury beyond the levels of currently mild and 

moderate functional impairment. More specifically, future research should investigate distinct 

processing mechanism on integrative task across the initial levels of traumatic brain injury, as 

well as accompanying executive function and immediate memory composites on the severe level 

of traumatic brain injury severity. Further, future projects should examine the sensitivity and 

specificity of selective learning measure, as applied in moderate and severe traumatic brain 

injury established at the time of injury, according to GCS. 

 
Fourthly, using fMRI in order to trace the patterns of neural activation differences between 

integrative and isolated processing, as well as across different levels of severity of traumatic 

brain injury on integrative processing of selective learning may elucidate neurophysiological 

correlates of distinct processing styles on this complex integrative task. 

 
4.8 CONCLUSION 

 
 

In conclusion, the presented work has several significant implications. Following are the two 

key conclusions based on the last in the series of studies focused on the application of the novel 

measure of integrative processing, selective learning. 

 
First, relying on distinct processing mechanisms (memory versus executive function) is a 

significant source of performance differences between mild and moderate dysfunction post 

traumatic brain injury on integrative complex tasks. The level of performance was significantly 

different between the two groups, and this was significantly influenced by the differences in 
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recruitment of executive function and memory between the two groups. While individuals with 

mild deficits following traumatic brain injury are more likely to be represented by ‘selective 

controllers’, individuals with moderate deficits following moderate traumatic brain injury’s 

integrative performance is rather represented by ‘inefficient memorizers’. I interpret the findings 

to suggest that selective learning instrument may offer a valuable adjunct to the comprehensive 

assessment of individuals with traumatic brain injury across the levels of severity. The selective 

learning measure is an instrument with potential to add richness to the standard batteries with the 

potential of performance profiling according to the level and style of strategy application. 

 
Second, the integrative measure of selective learning appears to be better able to discriminate 

between mild versus moderate dysfunction post traumatic brain injury, than all of the other 

isolated processes’ measures combined. This feature of the selective learning measure of 

integrative processing is clinically significant and further supports the recommended inclusion of 

integrative measures in regular clinical assessment protocols. 

 
Overall, the integrative measure of selective learning appears to be a valuable assessment 

tool with potential to help inform processing mechanisms behind different performance profiles. 

Further, selective learning measure demonstrated robust sensitivity across the levels of 

dysfunction following traumatic brain injury. Given these two significant findings of promising 

clinical application, the addition of measures of integrative processing, such as novel selective 

learning metric, as a routine component would benefit the standard assessment protocols of 

traumatic brain injury, across levels of severity. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 
In this dissertation project, three studies were conducted to address three major questions 

about integrative selective learning and isolated processes in traumatic brain injury using group 

performance comparisons, which were: 

       --Do people with mild dysfunction post TBI differ in mechanism of processing on integrative 

selective learning, as compared to controls and how isolated process impact integrative 

processing differences between group with mild dysfunction post TBI and controls, 

      --What is sensitivity and specificity of selective learning, as applied to groups with mild and 

moderate dysfunction post TBI, and controls and group with mild dysfunction post TBI, 

      --Do people with mild dysfunction post TBI differ in mechanism of processing on integrative 

selective learning, as compared to group with moderate dysfunction post TBI and how isolated 

processes impact integrative processing differences between groups with mild and moderate 

dysfunction post TBI. 

Fundamentally, the findings across the series of three studies support the conceptual 

viewpoint that underlying differences exist in integrative selective learning processing 

mechanisms both between controls and group with mild dysfunction post TBI as well as between 

groups with mild and moderate dysfunction post TBI. Specifically, these differences in 

integrative selective learning processing were observed in isolated processes’ pattern of 
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contributions to integrative selective learning. Secondly, when examining discriminatory power 

of integrative selective learning measure alone, as compared to isolated processes measures 

combined the selective learning measure was more sensitive to performance differences not only 

between groups with mild versus moderate dysfunction post TBI, but also between controls and 

the group with mild dysfunction post TBI than all of the other measures combined. This finding 

is important because previous research attempts failed to demonstrate significant sensitivity of an 

integrative measure to severity levels post traumatic brain injury (Levine et al., 2005). 

5.1 Group with Mid Dysfunction post TBI Versus Controls 

 

In the group with mild dysfunction post TBI, the processing on integrative selective 

learning differed than in controls. An interesting pattern was observed where isolated process of 

working memory significantly predicted integrative selective learning performance of group with 

mild dysfunction post TBI group. On the other hand, the isolated process of immediate memory 

significantly predicted integrative selective learning performance of controls. This pattern of 

findings cannot be fully explained within the proposed framework of Baddeley’s theory (1974) 

of integrative cognitive control. Baddeley’s theory (1988) interprets working memory as 

comprised of central executive component that allows information to be manipulated in 

immediate memory. Similarly, Posner (1999) proposed that executive attention focuses on 

selected aspects of the environment, which corresponds to the supervisory system that regulates 

attention to override prepotent responses in favor of adjusting behavior on the basis of plans or 

intentions. (Shallice, 1986). In a similar vein, Cohen (2004) proposed that patients with brain 

injury experience persistent deficits with working memory because they are unable to maintain 

task relevant information and get easily distracted during the task. However, if any of these 
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models were to fully account for the different patterns across the three groups; I would have 

expected to observe similar patterns of constituents of integrative processing in both levels of 

dysfunction post TBI. Instead, I have found executive control component of working memory in 

group with mild dysfunction post TBI, but the entire factor comprised of executive function and 

memory components in groups with moderate dysfunction post TBI to be significantly impacting 

integrative processing of selective learning. 

Therefore, to explain the processing differences observed, I propose a conceptual model 

of strategic reduction a priori. This proposed model combines existing views about working 

memory and immediate memory processing put forth by Posner, Shallice, Baddeley, and Cohen. 

This conceptual model would suggest that incoming information is reduced a priori as an 

adaptive strategy towards the goal facilitation. The possibility of beneficial strategy application 

was observed in healthy group in order to efficiently ensure goal facilitation. On the other hand, 

the group with mild dysfunction post TBI didn’t manage to take advantage of this top-down 

strategy and instead indiscriminately follows stimuli as they appear in a bottom-up fashion. 

In summary, healthy controls, that is, adults without brain injury, may be able to process 

incoming information by toggling between strategic discrimination of low goal relevance data 

versus a ‘take all in’ approach in a top-down versus bottom-up fashion. Alternatively, healthy 

non-brain injured individuals may not need to toggle between bottom-up and top-down 

processing. I propose that members of my control group were able to strategically transform an 

integrative task into a consistent bottom-up performance by simply attending to high value 

stream of relevant stimuli and blocking encoding of the low value items. Individuals with TBI 

show less proficiency when they attempt to execute a strategic data reduction a priori and instead 
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inefficiently toggle between top-down processing of a current goal and bottom-up approach 

trying to take-in and hold on to every item presented. TBI survivors may struggle with switching 

between top-down and bottom-up processing because they have impaired executive function, 

main factor involved being the executive control component of working memory. Also, 

unfiltered processing of the incoming information places excessive demands on cognitive 

resources causing a cognitive overload. Prior research corroborates this proposed explanation of 

the current findings. One study found working memory to be the factor that mediates relationship 

between cognitive reserve and long-term memory in traumatic brain injury (Sandri & DeLuca, 

2013). Healthy controls, on the other hand, once they identify the target for the current trial; 

simply persevere on discriminating all non-target stimuli in order to conserve their resources. 

This highly efficient strategy of not further processing certain items beyond the level of 

perceptual labeling as non-targets, enabled controls to transform the complex integrative into a 

simple immediate memory based task. 

5.2 Group with Moderate Dysfunction post TBI versus Group with Mild Dysfunction post TBI 

 

In groups with moderate dysfunction post TBI, a contributional pattern of isolated 

processes to integrative selective learning processing, similar as reported in the previous study, 

was observed. Based on these observations, I propose that similar processing inefficiencies may 

be occurring in both severity level groups with traumatic brain injury, as opposed to controls. 

Thus, it seems feasible to explain integrative selective learning processing in traumatic brain 

injury using the strategic data reduction a priori model that was proposed to explain the mild 

dysfunction post TBI versus healthy data. 
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However, in addition to similarities in processing between mild and moderate 

dysfunction post TBI, certain differences in overall integrative selective learning processing, 

necessitate some elaboration. By examining performance of adults with moderate dysfunction 

post TBI, a richer insight (than when comparing controls against the group with mild dysfunction 

post TBI) into the integrative selective learning processing was gained. Namely, my goal was to 

elucidate the interplay between levels of performance based on integrative processing and 

performance profiles based on isolated processes ‘combinations contributing to the integrative 

processing. To this end, I added more measures to my testing battery per isolated cognitive 

domain, as well two groups representing different levels of dysfunction post TBI. Specifically, 

four distinct integrative performance styles were identified in both groups with traumatic brain 

injury, based on their reliance on executive function and memory. Intriguingly, what determined 

the distinctions in integrative performance levels between groups with mild and moderate 

dysfunction post TBI was the distribution of individuals characterized by more or less efficient 

combination of isolated processes. Higher level of integrative selective learning performance in 

the group with mild dysfunction post TBI was more likely to be characterized by the winning 

combination of super integrators’ profile (high executive function and high memory) and 

intermediates’ profile (combinations of either high executive function with low memory or low 

executive function with high memory). Lower level of integrative selective learning performance 

in the group with moderate dysfunction post TBI was more likely to be represented by 

combination of inefficient gate keepers’ profile (low executive function and low memory) and 

intermediates’ profile. 
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Table 5.1 Four Cognitive Profiles Based on the Levels of Executive Function and Memory 

Combined to Perform on Integrative Selective Learning Task 

 

Low Executive function High Executive function 

Low 

Memory 

 
Faulty Gatekeepers 

 
Intermediates 

High 

Memory 

 

Intermediates 
 

Super Integrators 
 

 

The classification scheme was adapted from Chapman’s Make Your Brain Smarter 

(Chapman, 2013). Members of the Faulty Gatekeepers group tend to not only have limited 

memory span, but also unselectively let all stimuli in. In contrast, Super Integrators have both 

higher memory span and higher control of selective filtering of information. Intermediates have 

either combination of high executive function with low memory or low executive function with 

high memory. Their levels of selective learning performance fall in between the extreme ends of 

distribution, between Faulty Gatekeepers and Super Integrators. 

In conclusion, the findings of this study have important theoretical implications and 

clinical relevance. The underlying differences observed between integrative processing of 

groups with mild and moderate dysfunction post TBI, as compared to controls, advance our 

theoretical understanding of integrative and isolated processes and their interrelationship. 

However, large scale studies are necessary to validate these findings across the age groups. 

Further studies should follow individuals longitudinally to examine the trajectory of change 

along the recovery, sensitivity of selective learning to change over time, as we as to the impact 

of interventions ((Nichol et al., 2011; Machamer, Temkin, Manley, et Dikmen, 2018). Also, 

examining processing differences between integrative and isolated performance using imaging 

techniques will further enhance our knowledge of underlying neural differences. 
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My proposed strategic data reduction a priori model in this dissertation project offers 

 

one explanation for the different patterns between healthy and groups with traumatic brain injury. This 

conceptual model is based on data and the existing theoretical views on integrative and isolated 

processing. Empirical evidence from replication studies and studies involving individuals with various 

neuropsychological conditions are useful to test and refine this model. 

Whether this proposed model is relevant to stimuli other that value associated words used in this 

project remains to be explored. 

Clinically, the data collected in this study on healthy controls across the age span could 

be used as a baseline to examine processing differences in brain injury across the initial GCS 

level of severity and other neuropsychological conditions. Additionally, it would be informative 

to test task-based performance when encoding items on selective learning measures during 

functional magnetic resonance imaging to see if different activation patterns could be identified 

based on overt cognitive performance. Also, some literature (Levine et al., 2013) reports focal 

and diffuse gray matter damage being more sensitive to cognitive deficits than clinical 

classification based on depth of coma at time of injury, another the opposing view that length of 

impaired consciousness is more significant to outcomes than anatomical lesions (Dikmen et al., 

2003). It would be interesting to investigate whether the current level of dysfunction post TBI 

may actually be more informative on someone’s integrative performance than either gray matter 

damage or depth of coma at time of injury. 

Past research has documented the diagnostic value of integrative selective learning 

measure in differentiating healthy young adults and those with ADHD (Castel et al., 2010). Now 

with the contribution of my dissertation studies, I have added to this body of work by 

demonstrating the diagnostic value of integrative selective learning in terms of sensitivity and 
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specificity across healthy controls and those with either mild or moderate dysfunction post TBI. 

Deploying measures of integrative selective learning processing may manifest diagnostic value 

when applied to patient populations with other neuro-cognitive conditions, such as multiple 

sclerosis, early dementia or Parkinson’s disease, to name a few. Future studies could inform 

the clinical relevance in examining the use of selective learning as a marker of recovery 

following traumatic brain injury survivors longitudinally. Another clinical research direction 

is to investigate whether integrative selective learning capacity can be enhanced via cognitive 

rehabilitation training and what elements the most efficient protocol may encompass. 

       Finally, my work in brain injury has been strongly motivated by a desire to advance 

knowledge regarding better ways to measure performance related to real life function. 

Therefore, a next step to build on the current findings would be to investigate an association 

between selective learning performance and real life outcomes. Along these lines, this work 

offers promise to guide future work to determine the potential to target treatment of integrated or 

isolated skill training at later stage post injury to achieve continued recovery. In the end, this 

work adds one small step to advance our clinical expertise in identifying potential measures 

sensitive to meaningful changes in real life participation and productivity, as recommended by 

the National Institute of Disability and Rehabilitation Research and TBI Model Systems (Hall et 

al., 1996). Improving long-term recovery and the productivity of those who continue to manifest 

deficits years after suffering a traumatic brain injury is the ultimate goal. 
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